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PART I. FINANCIAL INFORMATION
ITEM 1.

Financial Statements
Alpha-En Corporation
September 30, 2012 and 2011
Index to the Consolidated Financial Statements
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Alpha-En Corporation
Consolidated Balance Sheets
September 30, 2012
(Unaudited)

December 31, 2011
(Unaudited)

$

$

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash
Prepaid expenses
Total Current Assets

20
20

TOTAL ASSETS

376
3,078
3,454

$

20

$

3,454

$

129,883
145,925

$

134,499
1,385
991
134,384

LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS' DEFICIT
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accrued expenses
Note payable
Note payable - related party
Advances from related parties
Total Current Liabilities

275,808

271,259

TOTAL LIABILITIES

275,808

271,259

STOCKHOLDERS' DEFICIT
Preferred stock: par value $0.01; 2,000,000 shares authorized; none issued or outstanding
Class B common stock: no par value; 1,000,000 shares authorized; none issued or outstanding
Common stock: par value $0.01; 35,000,000 shares authorized; 27,821,030 shares issued and outstanding
Additional paid-In capital
Accumulated deficit
Treasury stock at cost: 798,918 shares
Total Stockholders' Deficit
$

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS' DEFICIT
See accompanying notes to the consolidated financial statements
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278,210
7,788,103
(8,272,718)
(69,383)

278,210
7,788,103
(8,264,735)
(69,383)

(275,788)

(267,805)

20

$

3,454

Alpha-En Corporation
Consolidated Statements of Operations

Revenue

For the Nine Months
Ended
September 30, 2012
(Unaudited)

For the Three Months
Ended
September 30, 2012
(Unaudited)

For the Nine Months
Ended
September 30, 2011
(Unaudited)

For the Three Months
Ended
September 30, 2011
(Unaudited)

$

$

$

$

-

-

474

8

Operating Expenses:
Research and Development
Professional fees
General and administrative expenses
Cancellation of consulting agreement

3,600
4,383
-

1,800
35
-

70,000
151,701
(31,500)

45,819
-

Total Operating Expenses

7,983

1,835

190,201

45,819

Loss before income taxes

(7,983)

(1,835)

(189,727)

(45,811)

Income tax provision

-

-

-

-

Net loss

$

(7,983) $

(1,835) $

(189,727) $

(45,811)

Earnings Per Share - basic and diluted

$

(0.00) $

(0.00) $

(0.01) $

(0.00)

Weighted Average Common Shares Outstanding:
- basic and diluted

27,821,030

27,821,030

See accompanying notes to the consolidated financial statements
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27,821,030

27,821,030

Alpha-En Corporation
Consolidated Statement of Changes in Stockholders' Equity (Deficit)
For the Interim Period ended September 30, 2012
(Unaudited)

Common Stock
Shares
Amount
Balance, December 31, 2010
Common stock issued for investor relations

Treasury Stock
Shares
Amount
798,918

$ 7,718,103

300,000

3,000

123,000

126,000

70,000

70,000

(123,000)

(126,000)

(300,000)

(3,000)

$ (69,383) $ (7,832,316) $

27,821,030

278,210

7,788,103

798,918

(69,383)

Net loss
Balance, September 30, 2012

Total
Stockholders'
Equity (Deficit)

$ 278,210

Net loss
Balance, December 31, 2011

Accumulated
Deficit

27,821,030

Options granted for research and development
Cancellation of common stock issued for investor
relations

Additional
Paid-in
Capital

27,821,030

$ 278,210

$ 7,788,103

798,918
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(432,419)

(432,419)

(8,264,735)

(267,805)

(7,983)

(7,983)

$ (69,383) $ (8,272,718) $

See accompanying notes to the consolidated financial statements

94,614

(275,788)

Alpha-En Corporation
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
For the Nine Months
Ended
September 30, 2012
(Unaudited)
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net loss
Adjustments to reconcile loss to net cash used in operating activities
Warrant granted for compensation
Amortization
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Prepaid expenses
Accrued expenses

$

Net cash used in operating activities

For the Nine Months
Ended
September 30, 2011
(Unaudited)

(7,983) $

(189,727)

-

70,000
13,500

3,078
(4,616)

(18,066)
60,423

(9,521)

(63,870)

(1,385)
10,550

5,426
(474)
58,331

9,165

63,283

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from (repayments to) notes payable
Proceeds from (repayments to) notes payable - related party
Advances from (repayments to) stockholder
Net cash flows provided by financing activities
NET CHANGE IN CASH
CASH AT BEGINNING OF PERIOD

(356)

(587)

376

804

CASH AT END OF PERIOD

$

20

$

217

SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF CASH FLOWS INFORMATION:
Interest paid
Income tax paid

$
$

-

$
$

-

See accompanying notes to the consolidated financial statements
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Alpha-En Corporation
September 30, 2012 and 2011
Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
(Unaudited)
Note 1 - Organization and Operations
Alpha-En Corporation (the “Company”) was incorporated under the laws of the State of Delaware on March 7, 1997 and had operated through its
wholly-owned subsidiaries, Avenue Pictures, Inc. and its subsidiaries and Wombat Productions, Inc. through May 2, 2006.
From May 2, 2006 through February 24, 2009, the Company had been inactive.
On February 25, 2009, the Company was granted a license for an exclusive, worldwide, transferable, perpetual license to use certain proprietary technology
for the processing of lithium for use in batteries and other fields.
Commencing in October 2010, working through a third party, the Company conducted a series of tests to determine if the process works and, based on the
results, believes that the process is workable and commercially feasible .
Note 2 - Significant and Critical Accounting Policies and Practices
The Management of the Company is responsible for the selection and use of appropriate accounting policies and the appropriateness of accounting policies
and their application. Critical accounting policies and practices are those that are both most important to the portrayal of the Company’s financial condition
and results and require management’s most difficult, subjective, or complex judgments, often as a result of the need to make estimates about the effects of
matters that are inherently uncertain. The Company’s significant and critical accounting policies and practices are disclosed below as required by generally
accepted accounting principles.
Basis of Presentation – Unaudited Interim Financial Information
The accompanying unaudited interim financial statements and related notes have been prepared in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted
in the United States of America (“U.S. GAAP”) for the interim financial information, and with the rules and regulations of the United States Securities and
Exchange Commission (“SEC”) to Form 10-Q and Article 8 of Regulation S-X. Accordingly, they do not include all of the information and footnotes required
by U.S. GAAP for complete financial statements. The unaudited interim financial statements furnished reflect all adjustments (consisting of normal recurring
accruals) which are, in the opinion of management, necessary to a fair statement of the results for the interim period presented. Unaudited consolidated
interim results are not necessarily indicative of the results for the full fiscal year. These financial statements should be read in conjunction with the financial
statements of the Company for the year ended December 31, 2011 and notes thereto contained in the information filed as part of the Company’s Form 10-K,
which was filed on April 16, 2012.
Use of Estimates and Assumptions and Critical Accounting Estimates and Assumptions
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America requires management to
make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date(s) of the
financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period(s).
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Critical accounting estimates are estimates for which (a) the nature of the estimate is material due to the levels of subjectivity and judgment necessary to
account for highly uncertain matters or the susceptibility of such matters to change and (b) the impact of the estimate on financial condition or operating
performance is material. The Company’s critical accounting estimates and assumptions affecting the financial statements were:
(i) Assumption as a going concern: Management assumes that the Company will continue as a going concern, which contemplates continuity of
operations, realization of assets, and liquidation of liabilities in the normal course of business.
(ii) Valuation allowance for deferred tax assets: Management assumes that the realization of the Company’s net deferred tax assets resulting from its net
operating loss (“NOL”) carry–forwards for Federal income tax purposes that may be offset against future taxable income was not considered more
likely than not and accordingly, the potential tax benefits of the net loss carry-forwards are offset by a full valuation allowance. Management made
this assumption based on (a) the Company has incurred recurring losses, (b) general economic conditions, and (c) its ability to raise additional funds
to support its daily operations by way of a public or private offering, among other factors.
(iii) Estimates and assumptions used in valuation of equity instruments: Management estimates expected term of share options and similar instruments,
expected volatility of the Company’s common shares and the method used to estimate it, expected annual rate of quarterly dividends, and risk free
rate(s) to value share options and similar instruments.
These significant accounting estimates or assumptions bear the risk of change due to the fact that there are uncertainties attached to these estimates or
assumptions, and certain estimates or assumptions are difficult to measure or value.
Management bases its estimates on historical experience and on various assumptions that are believed to be reasonable in relation to the financial statements
taken as a whole under the circumstances, the results of which form the basis for making judgments about the carrying values of assets and liabilities that are
not readily apparent from other sources.
Management regularly evaluates the key factors and assumptions used to develop the estimates utilizing currently available information, changes in facts and
circumstances, historical experience and reasonable assumptions. After such evaluations, if deemed appropriate, those estimates are adjusted accordingly.
Actual results could differ from those estimates.
Principles of Consolidation
The Company applies the guidance of Topic 810 “Consolidation” of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification to determine whether and how to
consolidate another entity. Pursuant to ASC Paragraph 810-10-15-10 all majority-owned subsidiaries—all entities in which a parent has a controlling financial
interest—shall be consolidated except (1) when control does not rest with the parent, the majority owner; (2) if the parent is a broker-dealer within the scope
of Topic 940 and control is likely to be temporary; (3) consolidation by an investment company within the scope of Topic 946 of a non-investment-company
investee. Pursuant to ASC Paragraph 810-10-15-8, the usual condition for a controlling financial interest is ownership of a majority voting interest, and,
therefore, as a general rule ownership by one reporting entity, directly or indirectly, of more than 50 percent of the outstanding voting shares of another entity
is a condition pointing toward consolidation. The power to control may also exist with a lesser percentage of ownership, for example, by contract, lease,
agreement with other stockholders, or by court decree. The Company consolidates all less-than-majority-owned subsidiaries, if any, in which the parent’s
power to control exists.
The consolidated financial statements include all accounts of the entities as of the reporting period ending date(s) and for the reporting period(s) as follows:
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Name of consolidated subsidiary
or entity

State or other jurisdiction of
incorporation or
Date of incorporation or formation Attributable
organization
(date of acquisition, if applicable) interest

Avenue Pictures, Inc.

Delaware

April 28, 1992
(September 30, 1996)

100%

Wombat Productions, Inc.

Delaware

March 7, 1997

100%

The consolidated financial statements include all accounts of the Company and its inactive consolidated subsidiaries as of the reporting period ending date.
All inter-company balances and transactions have been eliminated.
Fair Value of Financial Instruments
The Company follows paragraph 820-10-35-37 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification (“Paragraph 820-10-35-37”) to measure the fair value of its
financial instruments and paragraph 825-10-50-10 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification for disclosures about fair value of its financial
instruments. Paragraph 820-10-35-37 establishes a framework for measuring fair value in accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America (U.S. GAAP), and expands disclosures about fair value measurements. To increase consistency and comparability in fair value measurements and
related disclosures, Paragraph 820-10-35-37 establishes a fair value hierarchy which prioritizes the inputs to valuation techniques used to measure fair value
into three (3) broad levels. The three (3) levels of fair value hierarchy defined by Paragraph 820-10-35-37 are described below:
Level 1

Quoted market prices available in active markets for identical assets or liabilities as of the reporting date.

Level 2

Pricing inputs other than quoted prices in active markets included in Level 1, which are either directly or indirectly observable as of the
reporting date.

Level 3

Pricing inputs that are generally observable inputs and not corroborated by market data.

Financial assets are considered Level 3 when their fair values are determined using pricing models, discounted cash flow methodologies or similar techniques
and at least one significant model assumption or input is unobservable.
The fair value hierarchy gives the highest priority to quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities and the lowest priority to
unobservable inputs. If the inputs used to measure the financial assets and liabilities fall within more than one level described above, the categorization is
based on the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement of the instrument.
The carrying amounts of the Company’s financial assets and liabilities, such as cash, prepaid expenses, and accrued expenses approximate their fair values
because of the short maturity of these instruments.
Transactions involving related parties cannot be presumed to be carried out on an arm's-length basis, as the requisite conditions of competitive, free-market
dealings may not exist. Representations about transactions with related parties, if made, shall not imply that the related party transactions were consummated
on terms equivalent to those that prevail in arm's-length transactions unless such representations can be substantiated.
Cash Equivalents
The Company considers all highly liquid investments with a maturity of three months or less when purchased to be cash equivalents.
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Off-Balance-Sheet Credit Exposures
Pursuant to FASB ASC paragraph 310-10-50-9 an entity shall disclose a description of the accounting policies and methodology the entity used to estimate its
liability for off-balance-sheet credit exposures and related charges for those credit exposures. Such a description shall identify the factors that influenced
management's judgment (for example, historical losses and existing economic conditions) and a discussion of risk elements relevant to particular categories of
financial instruments.
The Company does not have any off-balance-sheet credit exposure to its customers at September 30, 2012 and 2011.
Related Parties
The Company follows subtopic 850-10 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification for the identification of related parties and disclosure of related party
transactions.
Pursuant to Section 850-10-20 the Related parties include a. affiliates of the Company (“Affiliate” means, with respect to any specified Person, any other
Person that, directly or indirectly through one or more intermediaries, controls, is controlled by or is under common control with such Person, as such terms
are used in and construed under Rule 405 under the Securities Act); b. entities for which investments in their equity securities would be required, absent the
election of the fair value option under the Fair Value Option Subsection of Section 825–10–15, to be accounted for by the equity method by the investing
entity; c. trusts for the benefit of employees, such as pension and profit-sharing trusts that are managed by or under the trusteeship of management; d.
principal owners of the Company; e. management of the Company; f. other parties with which the Company may deal if one party controls or can
significantly influence the management or operating policies of the other to an extent that one of the transacting parties might be prevented from fully
pursuing its own separate interests; and g. other parties that can significantly influence the management or operating policies of the transacting parties or that
have an ownership interest in one of the transacting parties and can significantly influence the other to an extent that one or more of the transacting parties
might be prevented from fully pursuing its own separate interests.
The financial statements shall include disclosures of material related party transactions, other than compensation arrangements, expense allowances, and other
similar items in the ordinary course of business. However, disclosure of transactions that are eliminated in the preparation of consolidated or combined
financial statements is not required in those statements. The disclosures shall include: a. the nature of the relationship(s) involved; b. a description of the
transactions, including transactions to which no amounts or nominal amounts were ascribed, for each of the periods for which income statements are
presented, and such other information deemed necessary to an understanding of the effects of the transactions on the financial statements; c. the dollar
amounts of transactions for each of the periods for which income statements are presented and the effects of any change in the method of establishing the
terms from that used in the preceding period; and d. amount due from or to related parties as of the date of each balance sheet presented and, if not otherwise
apparent, the terms and manner of settlement.
Commitment and Contingencies
The Company follows subtopic 450-20 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification to report accounting for contingencies. Certain conditions may exist
as of the date the consolidated financial statements are issued, which may result in a loss to the Company but which will only be resolved when one or more
future events occur or fail to occur. The Company assesses such contingent liabilities, and such assessment inherently involves an exercise of judgment. In
assessing loss contingencies related to legal proceedings that are pending against the Company or unasserted claims that may result in such proceedings, the
Company evaluates the perceived merits of any legal proceedings or unasserted claims as well as the perceived merits of the amount of relief sought or
expected to be sought therein.
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If the assessment of a contingency indicates that it is probable that a material loss has been incurred and the amount of the liability can be estimated, then the
estimated liability would be accrued in the Company’s consolidated financial statements. If the assessment indicates that a potentially material loss
contingency is not probable but is reasonably possible, or is probable but cannot be estimated, then the nature of the contingent liability, and an estimate of the
range of possible losses, if determinable and material, would be disclosed.
Loss contingencies considered remote are generally not disclosed unless they involve guarantees, in which case the guarantees would be disclosed.
Revenue Recognition
The Company follows paragraph 605-10-S99-1 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification for revenue recognition. The Company will recognize
revenue when it is realized or realizable and earned. The Company considers revenue realized or realizable and earned when all of the following criteria are
met: (i) persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists, (ii) the product has been shipped or the services have been rendered to the customer, (iii) the sales price
is fixed or determinable, and (iv) collectability is reasonably assured.
Stock-Based Compensation for Obtaining Employee Services
The Company accounts for share-based payment transactions issued to employees under the guidance of the Topic 718 Compensation—Stock Compensation
of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification (“ASC Topic 718”).
Pursuant to ASC Section 718-10-20 an employee is an individual over whom the grantor of a share-based compensation award exercises or has the right to
exercise sufficient control to establish an employer-employee relationship based on common law as illustrated in case law and currently under U.S. Internal
Revenue Service (“IRS”) Revenue Ruling 87-41. A non-employee director does not satisfy this definition of employee. Nevertheless, non-employee directors
acting in their role as members of a board of directors are treated as employees if those directors were elected by the employer’s shareholders or appointed to
a board position that will be filled by shareholder election when the existing term expires. However, that requirement applies only to awards granted to
non-employee directors for their services as directors. Awards granted to non-employee directors for other services shall be accounted for as awards to
non-employees.
Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs 718-10-30-2 and 718-10-30-3 a share-based payment transaction with employees shall be measured based on the fair value of the
equity instruments issued and an entity shall account for the compensation cost from share-based payment transactions with employees in accordance with the
fair value-based method, i.e., the cost of services received from employees in exchange for awards of share-based compensation generally shall be measured
based on the grant-date fair value of the equity instruments issued or the fair value of the liabilities incurred/settled.
Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs 718-10-30-6 and 718-10-30-9 the measurement objective for equity instruments awarded to employees is to estimate the fair
value at the grant date of the equity instruments that the entity is obligated to issue when employees have rendered the requisite service and satisfied any other
conditions necessary to earn the right to benefit from the instruments (for example, to exercise share options). That estimate is based on the share price and
other pertinent factors, such as expected volatility, at the grant date. As such, the fair value of an equity share option or similar instrument shall be estimated
using a valuation technique such as an option pricing model. For this purpose, a similar instrument is one whose fair value differs from its intrinsic value, that
is, an instrument that has time value.
If the Company’s common shares are traded in one of the national exchanges the grant-date share price of the Company’s common stock will be used to
measure the fair value of the common shares issued, however, if the Company’s common shares are thinly traded the use of share prices established in its
most recent private placement memorandum (“PPM”), or weekly or monthly price observations would generally be more appropriate than the use of daily
price observations as such shares could be artificially inflated due to a larger spread between the bid and asked quotes and lack of consistent trading in the
market.
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Pursuant to ASC Paragraph 718-10-55-21 if an observable market price is not available for a share option or similar instrument with the same or similar terms
and conditions, an entity shall estimate the fair value of that instrument using a valuation technique or model that meets the requirements in paragraph
718-10-55-11 and takes into account, at a minimum, all of the following factors:
a.

The exercise price of the option.

b.

The expected term of the option, taking into account both the contractual term of the option and the effects of employees’ expected exercise and
post-vesting employment termination behavior: The expected life of options and similar instruments represents the period of time the option and/or
warrant are expected to be outstanding. Pursuant to paragraph 718-10-S99-1, it may be appropriate to use the simplified method, i.e., expected term
= ((vesting term + original contractual term) / 2), if (i) A company does not have sufficient historical exercise data to provide a reasonable basis
upon which to estimate expected term due to the limited period of time its equity shares have been publicly traded; (ii) A company significantly
changes the terms of its share option grants or the types of employees that receive share option grants such that its historical exercise data may no
longer provide a reasonable basis upon which to estimate expected term; or (iii) A company has or expects to have significant structural changes in
its business such that its historical exercise data may no longer provide a reasonable basis upon which to estimate expected term. The Company uses
the simplified method to calculate expected term of share options and similar instruments as the company does not have sufficient historical exercise
data to provide a reasonable basis upon which to estimate expected term.

c.

The current price of the underlying share.

d.

The expected volatility of the price of the underlying share for the expected term of the option. Pursuant to ASC Paragraph 718-10-55-25 a newly
publicly traded entity might base expectations about future volatility on the average volatilities of similar entities for an appropriate period following
their going public. A nonpublic entity might base its expected volatility on the average volatilities of otherwise similar public entities. For purposes
of identifying otherwise similar entities, an entity would likely consider characteristics such as industry, stage of life cycle, size, and financial
leverage. Because of the effects of diversification that are present in an industry sector index, the volatility of an index should not be substituted for
the average of volatilities of otherwise similar entities in a fair value measurement. Pursuant to paragraph 718-10-S99-1 if shares of a company are
thinly traded the use of weekly or monthly price observations would generally be more appropriate than the use of daily price observations as the
volatility calculation using daily observations for such shares could be artificially inflated due to a larger spread between the bid and asked quotes
and lack of consistent trading in the market. The Company uses the average historical volatility of the comparable companies over the expected
term of the share options or similar instruments as its expected volatility.

e.

The expected dividends on the underlying share for the expected term of the option. The expected dividend yield is based on the Company’s current
dividend yield as the best estimate of projected dividend yield for periods within the expected term of the share options and similar instruments.

f.

The risk-free interest rate(s) for the expected term of the option. Pursuant to ASC 718-10-55-28 a U.S. entity issuing an option on its own shares
must use as the risk-free interest rates the implied yields currently available from the U.S. Treasury zero-coupon yield curve over the contractual
term of the option if the entity is using a lattice model incorporating the option’s contractual term. If the entity is using a closed-form model, the
risk-free interest rate is the implied yield currently available on U.S. Treasury zero-coupon issues with a remaining term equal to the expected term
used as the assumption in the model.
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Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs 718-10-30-11 and 718-10-30-17 a restriction that stems from the forfeitability of instruments to which employees have not yet
earned the right, such as the inability either to exercise a non-vested equity share option or to sell non-vested shares, is not reflected in estimating the fair
value of the related instruments at the grant date. Instead, those restrictions are taken into account by recognizing compensation cost only for awards for
which employees render the requisite service and a non-vested equity share or non-vested equity share unit awarded to an employee shall be measured at its
fair value as if it were vested and issued on the grant date.
Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs 718-10-35-2 and 718-10-35-3 the compensation cost for an award of share-based employee compensation classified as equity
shall be recognized over the requisite service period, with a corresponding credit to equity (generally, paid-in capital). The requisite service period is the
period during which an employee is required to provide service in exchange for an award, which often is the vesting period. The total amount of
compensation cost recognized at the end of the requisite service period for an award of share-based compensation shall be based on the number of instruments
for which the requisite service has been rendered (that is, for which the requisite service period has been completed). An entity shall base initial accruals of
compensation cost on the estimated number of instruments for which the requisite service is expected to be rendered. That estimate shall be revised if
subsequent information indicates that the actual number of instruments is likely to differ from previous estimates. The cumulative effect on current and prior
periods of a change in the estimated number of instruments for which the requisite service is expected to be or has been rendered shall be recognized in
compensation cost in the period of the change. Previously recognized compensation cost shall not be reversed if an employee share option (or share unit) for
which the requisite service has been rendered expires unexercised (or unconverted).
Under the requirement of ASC Paragraph 718-10-35-8 the Company made a policy decision to recognize compensation cost for an award with only service
conditions that has a graded vesting schedule on a straight-line basis over the requisite service period for the entire award.
Equity Instruments Issued to Parties Other Than Employees for Acquiring Goods or Services
The Company accounts for equity instruments issued to parties other than employees for acquiring goods or services under the guidance of Sub-topic 505-50
of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification (“Sub-topic 505-50”).
Pursuant to ASC paragraph 505-50-25-7, if fully vested, non-forfeitable equity instruments are issued at the date the grantor and grantee enter into an
agreement for goods or services (no specific performance is required by the grantee to retain those equity instruments), then, because of the elimination of any
obligation on the part of the counterparty to earn the equity instruments, a measurement date has been reached. A grantor shall recognize the equity
instruments when they are issued (in most cases, when the agreement is entered into). Whether the corresponding cost is an immediate expense or a prepaid
asset (or whether the debit should be characterized as contra-equity under the requirements of paragraph 505-50-45-1) depends on the specific facts and
circumstances. Pursuant to ASC paragraph 505-50-45-1, a grantor may conclude that an asset (other than a note or a receivable) has been received in return
for fully vested, non-forfeitable equity instruments that are issued at the date the grantor and grantee enter into an agreement for goods or services (and no
specific performance is required by the grantee in order to retain those equity instruments). Such an asset shall not be displayed as contra-equity by the
grantor of the equity instruments. The transferability (or lack thereof) of the equity instruments shall not affect the balance sheet display of the asset. This
guidance is limited to transactions in which equity instruments are transferred to other than employees in exchange for goods or services.
Pursuant to Paragraphs 505-50-25-8 and 505-50-25-9, an entity may grant fully vested, non-forfeitable equity instruments that are exercisable by the grantee
only after a specified period of time if the terms of the agreement provide for earlier exercisability if the grantee achieves specified performance conditions.
Any measured cost of the transaction shall be recognized in the same period(s) and in the same manner as if the entity had paid cash for the goods or services
or used cash rebates as a sales discount instead of paying with, or using, the equity instruments. A recognized asset, expense, or sales discount shall not be
reversed if a stock option that the counterparty has the right to exercise expires unexercised.
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Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs 505-50-30-2 and 505-50-30-11 share-based payment transactions with nonemployees shall be measured at the fair value of the
consideration received or the fair value of the equity instruments issued, whichever is more reliably measurable. The issuer shall measure the fair value of the
equity instruments in these transactions using the stock price and other measurement assumptions as of the earlier of the following dates, referred to as the
measurement date: (a) The date at which a commitment for performance by the counterparty to earn the equity instruments is reached (a performance
commitment); or (b) The date at which the counterparty's performance is complete. If the Company’s common shares are traded in one of the national
exchanges the grant-date share price of the Company’s common stock will be used to measure the fair value of the common shares issued, however, if the
Company’s common shares are thinly traded the use of share prices established in the Company’s most recent private placement memorandum (“PPM”), or
weekly or monthly price observations would generally be more appropriate than the use of daily price observations as such shares could be artificially inflated
due to a larger spread between the bid and asked quotes and lack of consistent trading in the market.
Pursuant to ASC Paragraph 718-10-55-21 if an observable market price is not available for a share option or similar instrument with the same or similar terms
and conditions, an entity shall estimate the fair value of that instrument using a valuation technique or model that meets the requirements in paragraph
718-10-55-11 and takes into account, at a minimum, all of the following factors:
a.

The exercise price of the option.

b.

The expected term of the option, taking into account both the contractual term of the option and the effects of employees’ expected exercise and
post-vesting employment termination behavior: Pursuant to Paragraph 718-10-50-2(f)(2)(i) of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification the
expected term of share options and similar instruments represents the period of time the options and similar instruments are expected to be
outstanding taking into consideration of the contractual term of the instruments and holder’s expected exercise behavior into the fair value (or
calculated value) of the instruments. The Company uses historical data to estimate holder’s expected exercise behavior. If the Company is a newly
formed corporation or shares of the Company are thinly traded the contractual term of the share options and similar instruments is used as the
expected term of share options and similar instruments as the Company does not have sufficient historical exercise data to provide a reasonable basis
upon which to estimate expected term.

c.

The current price of the underlying share.

d.

The expected volatility of the price of the underlying share for the expected term of the option. Pursuant to ASC Paragraph 718-10-55-25 a newly
publicly traded entity might base expectations about future volatility on the average volatilities of similar entities for an appropriate period following
their going public. A nonpublic entity might base its expected volatility on the average volatilities of otherwise similar public entities. For purposes
of identifying otherwise similar entities, an entity would likely consider characteristics such as industry, stage of life cycle, size, and financial
leverage. Because of the effects of diversification that are present in an industry sector index, the volatility of an index should not be substituted for
the average of volatilities of otherwise similar entities in a fair value measurement. Pursuant to paragraph 718-10-S99-1 if shares of a company are
thinly traded the use of weekly or monthly price observations would generally be more appropriate than the use of daily price observations as the
volatility calculation using daily observations for such shares could be artificially inflated due to a larger spread between the bid and asked quotes
and lack of consistent trading in the market. The Company uses the average historical volatility of the comparable companies over the expected
term of the share options or similar instruments as its expected volatility.
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e.

The expected dividends on the underlying share for the expected term of the option. The expected dividend yield is based on the Company’s
current dividend yield as the best estimate of projected dividend yield for periods within the expected term of the share options and similar
instruments.

f.

The risk-free interest rate(s) for the expected term of the option. Pursuant to ASC 718-10-55-28 a U.S. entity issuing an option on its own shares
must use as the risk-free interest rates the implied yields currently available from the U.S. Treasury zero-coupon yield curve over the contractual
term of the option if the entity is using a lattice model incorporating the option’s contractual term. If the entity is using a closed-form model, the
risk-free interest rate is the implied yield currently available on U.S. Treasury zero-coupon issues with a remaining term equal to the expected term
used as the assumption in the model.

Pursuant to ASC paragraph 505-50-S99-1, if the Company receives a right to receive future services in exchange for unvested, forfeitable equity instruments,
those equity instruments are treated as unissued for accounting purposes until the future services are received (that is, the instruments are not considered
issued until they vest). Consequently, there would be no recognition at the measurement date and no entry should be recorded.
Deferred Tax Assets and Income Tax Provision
The Company accounts for income taxes under Section 740-10-30 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification, which requires recognition of deferred
tax assets and liabilities for the expected future tax consequences of events that have been included in the financial statements or tax returns. Under this
method, deferred tax assets and liabilities are based on the differences between the financial statement and tax bases of assets and liabilities using enacted tax
rates in effect for the fiscal year in which the differences are expected to reverse. Deferred tax assets are reduced by a valuation allowance to the extent
management concludes it is more likely than not that the assets will not be realized. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured using enacted tax rates
expected to apply to taxable income in the fiscal years in which those temporary differences are expected to be recovered or settled. The effect on deferred tax
assets and liabilities of a change in tax rates is recognized in the Statements of Income and Comprehensive Income in the period that includes the enactment
date.
The Company adopted section 740-10-25 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification (“Section 740-10-25”) with regards to uncertainty income taxes.
Section 740-10-25 addresses the determination of whether tax benefits claimed or expected to be claimed on a tax return should be recorded in the financial
statements. Under Section 740-10-25, the Company may recognize the tax benefit from an uncertain tax position only if it is more likely than not that the tax
position will be sustained on examination by the taxing authorities, based on the technical merits of the position. The tax benefits recognized in the financial
statements from such a position should be measured based on the largest benefit that has a greater than fifty percent (50%) likelihood of being realized upon
ultimate settlement. Section 740-10-25 also provides guidance on de-recognition, classification, interest and penalties on income taxes, accounting in interim
periods and requires increased disclosures.
The estimated future tax effects of temporary differences between the tax basis of assets and liabilities are reported in the accompanying balance sheets, as
well as tax credit carry-backs and carry-forwards. The Company periodically reviews the recoverability of deferred tax assets recorded on its balance sheets
and provides valuation allowances as management deems necessary.
Management makes judgments as to the interpretation of the tax laws that might be challenged upon an audit and cause changes to previous estimates of tax
liability. In addition, the Company operates within multiple taxing jurisdictions and is subject to audit in these jurisdictions. In management’s opinion,
adequate provisions for income taxes have been made for all years. If actual taxable income by tax jurisdiction varies from estimates, additional allowances or
reversals of reserves may be necessary.
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Tax years that remain subject to examination by major tax jurisdictions
The Company discloses tax years that remain subject to examination by major tax jurisdictions pursuant to the ASC Paragraph 740-10-50-15.
Earnings per Share
Earnings per share ("EPS") is the amount of earnings attributable to each share of common stock. For convenience, the term is used to refer to either earnings
or loss per share. EPS is computed pursuant to section 260-10-45 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification. Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs 260-10-45-10
through 260-10-45-16 Basic EPS shall be computed by dividing income available to common stockholders (the numerator) by the weighted-average number
of common shares outstanding (the denominator) during the period. Income available to common stockholders shall be computed by deducting both the
dividends declared in the period on preferred stock (whether or not paid) and the dividends accumulated for the period on cumulative preferred stock (whether
or not earned) from income from continuing operations (if that amount appears in the income statement) and also from net income. The computation of
diluted EPS is similar to the computation of basic EPS except that the denominator is increased to include the number of additional common shares that
would have been outstanding if the dilutive potential common shares had been issued during the period to reflect the potential dilution that could occur from
common shares issuable through contingent shares issuance arrangement, stock options or warrants.
Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs 260-10-45-45-21 through 260-10-45-45-23 Diluted EPS shall be based on the most advantageous conversion rate or exercise
price from the standpoint of the security holder. The dilutive effect of outstanding call options and warrants (and their equivalents) issued by the reporting
entity shall be reflected in diluted EPS by application of the treasury stock method unless the provisions of paragraphs 260-10-45-35 through 45-36 and
260-10-55-8 through 55-11 require that another method be applied. Equivalents of options and warrants include non-vested stock granted to employees, stock
purchase contracts, and partially paid stock subscriptions (see paragraph 260–10–55–23). Anti-dilutive contracts, such as purchased put options and
purchased call options, shall be excluded from diluted EPS. Under the treasury stock method: a. Exercise of options and warrants shall be assumed at the
beginning of the period (or at time of issuance, if later) and common shares shall be assumed to be issued. b. The proceeds from exercise shall be assumed to
be used to purchase common stock at the average market price during the period. (See paragraphs 260-10-45-29 and 260-10-55-4 through 55-5.) c. The
incremental shares (the difference between the number of shares assumed issued and the number of shares assumed purchased) shall be included in the
denominator of the diluted EPS computation.
There were no potentially dilutive common shares outstanding for the reporting period ended September 30, 2012 and 2011.
Cash Flows Reporting
The Company adopted paragraph 230-10-45-24 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification for cash flows reporting, classifies cash receipts and
payments according to whether they stem from operating, investing, or financing activities and provides definitions of each category, and uses the indirect or
reconciliation method (“Indirect method”) as defined by paragraph 230-10-45-25 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification to report net cash flow
from operating activities by adjusting net income to reconcile it to net cash flow from operating activities by removing the effects of (a) all deferrals of past
operating cash receipts and payments and all accruals of expected future operating cash receipts and payments and (b) all items that are included in net
income that do not affect operating cash receipts and payments. The Company reports the reporting currency equivalent of foreign currency cash flows, using
the current exchange rate at the time of the cash flows and the effect of exchange rate changes on cash held in foreign currencies is reported as a separate item
in the reconciliation of beginning and ending balances of cash and cash equivalents and separately provides information about investing and financing
activities not resulting in cash receipts or payments in the period pursuant to paragraph 830-230-45-1 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification.
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Subsequent Events
The Company follows the guidance in Section 855-10-50 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification for the disclosure of subsequent events. The
Company will evaluate subsequent events through the date when the financial statements were issued. Pursuant to ASU 2010-09 of the FASB Accounting
Standards Codification, the Company as an SEC filer considers its financial statements issued when they are widely distributed to users, such as through filing
them on EDGAR.
Recently Issued Accounting Pronouncements
In August 2014, the FASB issued the FASB Accounting Standards Update No. 2014-15 “Presentation of Financial Statements—Going Concern (Subtopic
205-40): Disclosure of Uncertainties about an Entity’s Ability to Continue as a Going Concern (“ASU 2014-15”).
In connection with preparing financial statements for each annual and interim reporting period, an entity’s management should evaluate whether there are
conditions or events, considered in the aggregate, that raise substantial doubt about the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern within one year after the
date that the financial statements are issued (or within one year after the date that the financial statements are available to be issued when applicable).
Management’s evaluation should be based on relevant conditions and events that are known and reasonably knowable at the date that the financial statements
are issued (or at the date that the financial statements are available to be issued when applicable). Substantial doubt about an entity’s ability to continue as a
going concern exists when relevant conditions and events, considered in the aggregate, indicate that it is probable that the entity will be unable to meet its
obligations as they become due within one year after the date that the financial statements are issued (or available to be issued). The term probable is used
consistently with its use in Topic 450, Contingencies.
When management identifies conditions or events that raise substantial doubt about an entity’s ability to continue as a going concern, management should
consider whether its plans that are intended to mitigate those relevant conditions or events will alleviate the substantial doubt. The mitigating effect of
management’s plans should be considered only to the extent that (1) it is probable that the plans will be effectively implemented and, if so, (2) it is probable
that the plans will mitigate the conditions or events that raise substantial doubt about the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern.
If conditions or events raise substantial doubt about an entity’s ability to continue as a going concern, but the substantial doubt is alleviated as a result of
consideration of management’s plans, the entity should disclose information that enables users of the financial statements to understand all of the following
(or refer to similar information disclosed elsewhere in the footnotes):
a.
b.
c.

Principal conditions or events that raised substantial doubt about the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern (before consideration of
management’s plans)
Management’s evaluation of the significance of those conditions or events in relation to the entity’s ability to meet its obligations
Management’s plans that alleviated substantial doubt about the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern.

If conditions or events raise substantial doubt about an entity’s ability to continue as a going concern, and substantial doubt is not alleviated after
consideration of management’s plans, an entity should include a statement in the footnotes indicating that there is substantial doubt about the entity’s ability to
continue as a going concern within one year after the date that the financial statements are issued (or available to be issued). Additionally, the entity should
disclose information that enables users of the financial statements to understand all of the following:
a.

Principal conditions or events that raise substantial doubt about the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern
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b.
c.

Management’s evaluation of the significance of those conditions or events in relation to the entity’s ability to meet its obligations
Management’s plans that are intended to mitigate the conditions or events that raise substantial doubt about the entity’s ability to continue as a
going concern.

The amendments in this Update are effective for the annual period ending after December 15, 2016, and for annual periods and interim periods thereafter.
Early application is permitted.
Management does not believe that any other recently issued, but not yet effective accounting pronouncements, when adopted, will have a material effect on
the accompanying financial statements.
Note 3 – Going Concern
The Company has elected to adopt early application of Accounting Standards Update No. 2014-15, “Presentation of Financial Statements—Going Concern
(Subtopic 205-40): Disclosure of Uncertainties about an Entity’s Ability to Continue as a Going Concern (“ASU 2014-15”).
The Company’s consolidated financial statements have been prepared assuming that it will continue as a going concern, which contemplates continuity of
operations, realization of assets, and liquidation of liabilities in the normal course of business.
As reflected in the consolidated financial statements, the Company had an accumulated deficit at September 30, 2012, a net loss and net cash used in
operating activities for the reporting period then ended. These factors raise substantial doubt about the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern.
The Company is attempting to further implement its business plan and generate sufficient revenue; however, the Company’s cash position may not be
sufficient to support its daily operations. While the Company believes in the viability of its strategy to further implement its business plan and generate
sufficient revenue and in its ability to raise additional funds by way of a public or private offering, there can be no assurances to that effect. The ability of the
Company to continue as a going concern is dependent upon its ability to further implement its business plan and generate sufficient revenue and its ability to
raise additional funds by way of a public or private offering.
The consolidated financial statements do not include any adjustments related to the recoverability and classification of recorded asset amounts or the amounts
and classification of liabilities that might be necessary should the Company be unable to continue as a going concern.
Note 4 – Intangible Assets
On February 25, 2009, the Company was granted an exclusive, worldwide, transferable, perpetual license (License) to use certain proprietary technology for
the processing of lithium for use in batteries and other fields. A patent application relating to the licensed technology is pending.
In exchange for the License, the Company:
(1) issued 1,000,000 shares of common stock of the Company;
(2) issued an additional 2,000,000 shares of common stock of the Company which are restricted and subject to forfeiture if there has not been at least
$1,000,000 in total commercial sales of licenses products within three years (Threshold);
(3) will pay royalties of $1.00 per kilogram, of lithium products manufactured and sold, payable quarterly;
(4) will pay a royalty of $.01 per kilogram, of excess products manufactured and sold, payable quarterly; and
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(5) will grant options to purchase up to a total of 19% (inclusive of previously issued shares) of the issued and outstanding shares of the Company upon the
issuance of any additional shares after the date of the License. These options are exercisable at the same prices as the shares sold or values received for five
years from each grant date. These grants are only issuable if the Threshold is met.
Upon a transfer of the entire License, the Company shall pay the licensor a fee equal to 19% of all compensation received on the transfer.
The License has been recorded at its fair value of $250,000 based on management’s projected net cash flows to be realized from sales of products under the
License.
Pursuant to the terms of the License Agreement, the additional 2,000,000 shares of the Company’s common stock, which were issued, are subject to forfeiture
if there has not been at least $1,000,000 in total commercial sales of licenses products by February 25, 2012.
As of February 25, 2012, commercial sales of the licensed products have not commenced.
As of December 31, 2011, the Company has evaluated the fair value of the Technology License intangible asset and has determined that it is in excess of the
carrying value based on the estimated net discounted cash flows anticipated from the sale of the process under the licensing agreement. The Company
recorded an impairment of $250,000 at December 31, 2011.
Note 5 – Related Party Transactions
Advances from Stockholders
From time to time, stockholders of the Company advance funds to the Company for working capital purpose. Those advances are unsecured, non-interest
bearing and due on demand.
Free Office Space
The Company has been provided office space by its Chief Executive Officer at no cost. The management determined that such cost is nominal and did not
recognize the rent expense in its financial statements.
Note 6 – Stockholders’ Equity (Deficit)
Shares Authorized
Upon formation the total number of shares of all classes of stock which the Company shall have authority to issue is eighteen million (18,000,000), consisting
of fifteen million (15,000,000) shares of common stock, par value one cent ($0.01) per share (the "Common Stock"), one million (1,000,000) shares of Class
B common stock, par value one cent ($0.01) per share (the "Class B Common Stock") and two million (2,000,000) shares of preferred stock, par value one
cent ($0.01) per share (the "Preferred Stock").
On June 9, 2008, the Company filed a Certificate of Amendment to the Certificate of Incorporation and changed its total number of shares of all classes of
stock which the Company is authorized to issue is Thirty Eight Million (38,000,000) shares of which Two Million (2,000,000) shares shall be Preferred Stock,
par value $0.01 per share, One Million (1,000,000) shares shall be Class B Common Stock, no par value, and Thirty Five Million (35,000,000) shares shall be
Common Stock, par value $0.01 per share.
Note 7 – Subsequent Events
The Company has evaluated all events that occurred after the balance sheet date through the date when the financial statements were issued to determine if
they must be reported. The Management of the Company determined that the following reportable subsequent event(s) needed to be disclosed as followed:
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Share issuances:
-

On December 14, 2012, the Company sold 444,444 shares of common stock at $0.0225 per share or $10,000 in aggregate.

-

On January 15, 2013, the Company sold 684,930 shares of common stock at $0.0365 per share or $25,000 in aggregate.

-

On May 8, 2014, the Company issued 869,565 shares of its common stock in lieu of payment of $50,000 of the loan payable – stockholder/officer.

Formation of Majority-Owned Subsidiary:
On September 17, 2014, the Company formed Clean Lithium Corporation under the laws of the State of New York as a wholly owned subsidiary with a
nominal share capital of $100,000.
On October 13, 2014, the Company sold 150,000 shares (1.5%) in the capital of Clean Lithium Corporation to Sukvinder Sokhi, an investor, for $150,000.
Stock Option Issuances:
Stock Option Shares
Stock options issued in February 20, 2013 to the third party for legal services with an exercise price of $0.10 per share expiring
five (5) years from the date of issuance

150,000

Stock options issued in February 20, 2013 to the officer for his services with an exercise price of $0.10 per share expiring five (5)
years from the date of issuance

250,000

Stock options issued on September 25, 2014 to a consultant with an exercise price of $0.20 per share expiring five (5) years from
the date of issuance

100,000

Stock options issued on September 25, 2014 to a consultant for R&D work with an exercise price of $0.20 per share expiring five
(5) years from the date of issuance

250,000

Stock options issued on September 25, 2014 to a consultant with an exercise price of $0.20 per share expiring five (5) years from
the date of issuance

420,000

Stock options issued on September 25, 2014 to the advisory board member of the Company with an exercise price of $0.20 per
share expiring five (5) years from the date of issuance

250,000
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ITEM 2.

Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations

This Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations section and other parts of this report contain forwardlooking statements, which statements involve risks and uncertainties. These statements relate to our future plans, objectives, expectations and intentions.
These statements may be identified by the use of words such as “may,” “could,” “would,” “should,” “will,” “expects,” “anticipates,” “intends,” “plans,”
“believes,” “estimates,” and similar expressions. Our actual results and the timing of certain events may differ significantly from the results and timing
described in the forward-looking statements. Factors that could cause or contribute to such differences include, but are not limited to, those factors discussed
or referred to in the annual report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2011 and in subsequent period reports filed with the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission, including this report. The following discussion and analysis of our financial condition and results of operations should be read in light
of those factors and in conjunction with our accompanying financial statements, including the notes thereto.
Overview
For more than the past five years, we have been focused exclusively on efforts to develop a business centered around the commercial manufacturing
of pure lithium metal, a raw material for use in lightweight, high energy density batteries, in an environmentally friendly manner. There is a substantial
existing market for lithium metal in primary (non-rechargeable) batteries, and future opportunities exist for next generation batteries under development.
Commencing in October 2010, working through a third party, we conducted a series of tests in a production environment. The testing involved
feeding lithium carbonate solution into an electrolysis tank containing a liquid metal cathode and an anode suspended in the lithium carbonate solution.
alpha-En’s Proposed Process
Based on results to date, including what we believe to be the validation of the proof of process, we believe that our licensed, proprietary technology
offers a number of advantages over lithium extraction techniques currently in use. Traditionally, industrial production of lithium metal involved the
electrolysis of molten salts at temperatures of 400°-600° Celsius (752°-1112 °Fahrenheit). Maintaining these salts at high heat levels adds meaningful
production costs to the process.
A well-known process exists which allows for lithium production at much lower temperatures, however that process requires large amounts of
mercury which creates an unacceptable environmental risk profile. Other proposed low temperature processes also require the use of halide salts of lithium
which release hazardous by-products, such as chlorine gas, during lithium separation. Containment and handling of these hazardous by-products adds to the
manufacturing costs and increases the environmental risk profile.
Our licensed technology allows for separation temperatures of below 100° degrees Celsius, without the use of mercury, and allows for the use of
lithium carbonate as a primary feed stock. The advantages are:

•
•
•

Lower process temperatures mean lower manufacturing costs.
Environmental risk is reduced by the absence of toxic mercury.
Lithium carbonate can be used as the feed stock, reducing raw material and overall manufacturing costs, and eliminating the hazardous
by-products typically produced when processing halide salts of lithium.
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•

The metal alloy which holds the separated lithium metal can be circulated for immediate extraction, or solidified to protect and stabilize
the lithium metal for later extraction. This provides a previously unobtainable degree of manufacturing flexibility.

In 2011 and into 2012, we devoted our resources to refining our technology to manufacture lithium metal, from the lab bench to the manufacturing
floor. We believe that we have advanced the state of this technology and are taking preliminary steps in order to begin manufacturing the product. To achieve
this end, however, additional funds will need to be raised, as to which there can be no assurance.
Results of Operations
Three Months Ended September 30, 2012 Compared to Three Months Ended September 30, 2011
Operations for the three months ended September 30, 2012 and 2011 consisted principally of research and development and maintaining our public
company status.
Net loss for the three months ended March 31, 2012 was $1,835, compared to a net loss of $45,811 for the three-month period ended September 30,
2011. We had no operations during either period and expenses consisted primarily of legal and accounting fees in the 2012 period and general and
administrative expenses in the 2011 period.
Nine Months Ended September 30, 2012 Compared to Nine Months Ended September 30, 2011
Operations for the nine months ended September 30, 2012 and 2011 consisted principally of research and development (as a result of such activities
in the first quarter of fiscal 2011) and maintaining our public company status.
Net loss for the nine months ended September 30, 2012 was $7,983, compared to a loss of $189,727 for the nine-month period ended September 30,
2011. We had no operations during either period and expenses consisted primarily of legal and accounting fees, general and administrative expenses and
research and development expenses (in 2011 only) for the nine months ended September 30, 2012 and 2011.
Liquidity and Capital Resources
As of September 30, 2012, we had negative working capital of $275,788, compared to negative working capital of $267,805 at December 31, 2011.
We do not have sufficient funds to continue our operating activities. Future operating activities are expected to be funded by loans from officers,
directors and major shareholders, until we begin to raise capital from non-officers or non-directors or generate cash flows from operations.
Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements
As of the date of this report, we have not entered into any transactions with unconsolidated entities in which we have financial guarantees,
subordinated retained interests, derivative instruments or other contingent arrangements that expose us to material continuing risks, contingent liabilities or
any other obligations under a variable interest in an unconsolidated entity that provides us with financing, liquidity, market risk or credit risk support.
Impact of Inflation
We believe that inflation has not had a material impact on our results of operations for the three months ended September 30, 2012. We cannot assure
you that future inflation will not have an adverse impact on our operating results and financial condition.
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Application of Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates
The significant accounting policies that we believe are the most critical to aid in fully understanding and evaluating our reported financial results are
as follows:
Consolidated Financial Statements
Our consolidated financial statements include the accounts our company and our wholly-owned subsidiaries. All material intercompany accounts and
transactions have been eliminated.
Fair Value of Financial Instruments
Our carrying values of cash, accounts payable and accrued expenses, loan payable, note payable and due to related party approximate their fair
values because of the short-term maturity of these instruments.
Use of Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles requires us to make estimates and assumptions
that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosures of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the
reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Actual results could differ from those estimates. Significant estimates had included
those had related to valuation of accounts receivable, film costs and accrued expenses.
Intangible Assets
Intangible assets, consisting of a license for an exclusive, worldwide, transferable, perpetual license to use certain proprietary technology for the
processing of lithium for use in batteries and other fields, have been recorded at fair value and, as they have an indefinite life, will not be amortized. The
carrying value of the intangible assets will be evaluated by us for impairment at least annually or upon the occurrence of an event which may indicated that
the carrying amount may be greater than its fair value. If impaired, we will write down such impairment. In addition, the useful life of the intangible assets
will be evaluated by us at least annually or upon the occurrence of an event which may indicate that the useful life may be definitive and we will commence
amortization over such useful life.
We have evaluated the fair value of our intangible assets and determined that it exceeds the carrying value based on our knowledge of the potential
use of the lithium that we plan to produce in the existing market. Although we are at an early stage of bringing the lithium process to produce revenues and
cannot forecast revenues, we believe that the net cash flow to be derived from the lithium will exceed the carrying value.
Research and Development Expense
Research and development costs are expensed as incurred. Research and development expenses consist of stock-based compensation paid to
consultants and outside service providers for development costs relating to the design, development and testing of the processing of lithium for use in batteries
and other fields.
Income (Loss) per Common Share
Basic net income (loss) per share was computed by dividing the net income (loss) for the period by the basic weighted average number of shares
outstanding during the period. Diluted net income (loss) per share was computed by dividing the net income (loss) for the period by the weighted average
number and any potentially dilutive securities outstanding during the period.
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Share-Based Compensation
We recognize compensation expense for all share-based payment awards made to employees, directors and others based on the estimated fair values
on the date of the grant. Options are valued using the Black-Scholes Option-Pricing Model using the market price of our common stock on the date of
valuation, an expected dividend yield of zero, the remaining period or maturity date of the warrants and the expected volatility of our common stock.
Deferred Income Taxes
Deferred income taxes are provided for temporary differences between financial statement and income tax reporting under the liability method, using
expected tax rates and laws that are expected to be in effect when the differences are expected to reverse. A valuation allowance is provided when it is more
likely than not, that the deferred tax assets will not be realized.
New Accounting Pronouncements
We do not believe that any recently issued, but not yet effective accounting pronouncements, if adopted, would have a material effect on the
accompanying consolidated financial statements.
ITEM 3.

Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures About Market Risk

Not required.
ITEM 4.

Controls and Procedures

Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures
We carried out an evaluation, under the supervision and with the participation of our management, including our Chief Executive Officer and our
Chief Financial Officer, of the effectiveness of the design and operation of our disclosure controls and procedures, as defined in Rules 13a-15(e) and
15d-15(e) under the Exchange Act. Based upon that evaluation, our Chief Executive Officer and the Chief Financial Officer have concluded that our
disclosure controls and procedures were not effective as of September 30, 2012, based on their evaluation of these controls and procedures. Disclosure
controls and procedures include, without limitation, controls and procedures designed to ensure that information required to be disclosed by an issuer in
reports it files or submits under the Exchange Act is accumulated and communicated to management, including its principal executive officer or officers and
principal financial officer or officers, or persons performing similar functions, as appropriate to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure.
We have identified certain matters that constitute material weakness (as defined under the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board Auditing
Standard No. 2) in our internal controls over financial reporting. The material weaknesses that we have identified relate to the fact that that our overall
financial reporting structure, internal accounting information systems and current staffing levels are not sufficient to support our financial reporting
requirements. We are working to remedy our deficiency.
Changes in Internal Control over Financial Reporting
There were no changes in our internal controls over financial reporting identified in connection with the evaluation of such internal controls that
occurred during our last fiscal quarter that have materially affected, or are reasonably likely to materially affect, our internal controls over financial reporting.
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PART II. OTHER INFORMATION
ITEM 1.

Legal Proceedings

None
ITEM 1A.

Risk Factors

There are no material changes in the risk factors previously disclosed in our annual report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2011,
except as follows:
We have not been able, and may continue to be unable, to timely file periodic reports with the SEC.
We did not timely file this quarterly report with the SEC. We also have yet to file our quarterly and annual reports relating to the remainder of 2012,
or for 2013 and 2014, all of which we expect to file in the next few months. If we are not able to file these periodic reports in this time period, or file any
future periodic reports in the time specified by the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, stockholders and potential investors will not have current public
information about us which will likely have a negative effect on our obtaining future capital. Failure to make timely filings also impairs our ability to conduct
certain kinds of public offerings on short form registration statements that provide more efficient automatic forward incorporation of future SEC filings. Our
inability to timely file periodic reports could materially and adversely affect our future business growth and financial condition.
ITEM 2.

Unregistered Sales of Equity Securities and Use of Proceeds

There were no sales of unregistered securities during the three months ended September 30, 2012.
ITEM 3.

Defaults upon Senior Securities

None
ITEM 4.

Mine Safety Disclosures

None
ITEM 5.

Other Information

None
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ITEM 6.

Exhibits

The exhibits listed in the following Exhibit Index are filed as part of this quarterly report.
Exhibit Number and Description
3.1
3.2
3.3
31.1
32.1
101.INS
101.SCH
101.CAL
101.LAB
101.PRE
101.DEF

Restated Certificate of Incorporation. (1)
Certificate of Amendment of the Restated Certificate of Incorporation. (2)
By-Laws. (1)
Certification of Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.
Certification of Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.
XBRL Instance Document
XBRL Taxonomy Extension Schema
XBRL Taxonomy Extension Calculation Linkbase
XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase
XBRL Taxonomy Extension Presentation Linkbase
XBRL Taxonomy Extension Definition Document

(1)

Incorporated by reference to the exhibits included with registration of securities on Form 10-SB, filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission on April 10, 1997.

(2)

Incorporated by reference to the exhibits included with quarterly report on Form 10-Q, filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission on
August 14, 2008.
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SIGNATURES
In accordance with Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the
undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.
Dated: July 2, 2015
ALPHA-EN CORPORATION
By:

/s/ Jerome I. Feldman
Jerome I. Feldman
Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer
and Treasurer
(principal executive officer and principal financial and
accounting officer)
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EX-31.1 2 v414471_ex31-1.htm EXHIBIT 31.1
Exhibit 31.1
SECTION 302 CERTIFICATION OF CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
AND CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
The undersigned, in the capacity and date indicated below, hereby certifies that:
1.

I have reviewed this quarterly report on Form 10-Q of alpha-En Corporation;

2.

Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the
statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this
report;

3.

Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the
financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;

4.

The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in
Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and
15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:
(a) designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our
supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others
within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;
(b) designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our
supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external
purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;
(c) evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the
effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and
(d) disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant’s most
recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to
materially affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and

5.

The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to the
registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):
(a) all significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are
reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and
(b) any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant’s internal
control over financial reporting.

July 2, 2015

/s/ Jerome I. Feldman
Jerome I. Feldman
Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer (principal executive
officer and principal financial and accounting officer)

EX-32.1 3 v414471_ex32-1.htm EXHIBIT 32.1
Exhibit 32.1
CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO 18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350, AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
In connection with the Quarterly Report of alpha-En Corporation (the “Company”) on Form 10-Q for the period ended September 30, 2012, as filed with the
Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the “Report”), I, Jerome I. Feldman, Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer and
Treasurer of the Company, certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1350, as adopted pursuant to § 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that to my knowledge:
1.

The Report fully complies with requirements of section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and

2.

The information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and result of operations of the Company.

July 2, 2015

/s/ Jerome I. Feldman
Jerome I. Feldman
Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer (principal executive
officer and principal financial and accounting officer)
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Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font>
</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Management regularly evaluates the key factors and assumptions used to develop the estimates utilizing
currently available information, changes in facts and circumstances, historical experience and reasonable assumptions. After such evaluations, if deemed
appropriate, those estimates are adjusted accordingly.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Actual results could differ from those estimates.</font></div> <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New
Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"></font> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT:
10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black"><i><u><font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> </font>Principles of Consolidation</u>
</i></font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman,
Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The Company
applies the guidance of Topic 810 &#8220;Consolidation&#8221; of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification to determine whether and how to
consolidate another entity. Pursuant to ASC Paragraph 810-10-15-10 all majority-owned subsidiaries&#151;all entities in which a parent has a controlling
financial interest&#151;shall be consolidated except (1) when control does not rest with the parent, the majority owner; (2) if the parent is a broker-dealer
within the scope of Topic 940 and control is likely to be temporary; (3) consolidation by an investment company within the scope of Topic 946 of a
non-investment-company investee. Pursuant to ASC Paragraph 810-10-15-8, the usual condition for a controlling financial interest is ownership of a majority
voting interest, and, therefore, as a general rule ownership by one reporting entity, directly or indirectly, of more than 50 percent of the outstanding voting
shares of another entity is a condition pointing toward consolidation. The power to control may also exist with a lesser percentage of ownership, for example,
by contract, lease, agreement with other stockholders, or by court decree. The Company consolidates all less-than-majority-owned subsidiaries, if any, in
which the parent&#8217;s power to control exists.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black"><font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> </font>The consolidated
financial statements include all accounts of the entities as of the reporting period ending date(s) and for the reporting period(s) as follows:</font></div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;TEXT-ALIGN:Left; TEXT-INDENT: 0in; WIDTH: 100%"> <table style="MARGIN: 0in; WIDTH: 100%; BORDER-COLLAPSE: collapse;
OVERFLOW: visible" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0" align="left"> <tr style="HEIGHT: 12px"> <td style="BORDER-BOTTOM: #000000 1px solid;
TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700"
width="50%"> <div>Name&#160;of&#160;consolidated&#160;subsidiary<br/> or&#160;entity</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: center;
FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="1%">
<div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="BORDER-BOTTOM: #000000 1px solid; TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new
roman; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="15%">
<div>State&#160;or&#160;other&#160;jurisdiction&#160;of<br/> incorporation or<br/> organization</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left;
FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="1%">
<div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="BORDER-BOTTOM: #000000 1px solid; TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new
roman; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="15%">
<div>Date&#160;of&#160;incorporation&#160;or&#160;formation<br/> (date&#160;of&#160;acquisition,&#160;if&#160;applicable)</div> </td> <td
style="TEXT-ALIGN: center; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom;
FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="BORDER-BOTTOM: #000000 1px solid; TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE:
normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="16%" colspan="2">

<div>Attributable<br/> interest</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: center; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; FONT-SIZE:
10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> </tr> <tr style="HEIGHT: 12px"> <td style="TEXTALIGN: center; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom;
BORDER-TOP: #000000 1px solid; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="50%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: center; FONT-STYLE:
normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="1%">
<div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff;
FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; BORDER-TOP: #000000 1px solid; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="15%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td
style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN:
bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new
roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; BORDER-TOP: #000000 1px solid; FONT-WEIGHT: 700"
width="15%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: center; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND:
#ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: center;
FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; BORDER-TOP:
#000000 1px solid; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: center; FONT-STYLE: normal;
FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; BORDER-TOP: #000000 1px solid;
FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="15%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: center; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new
roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> </tr> <tr
style="HEIGHT: 12px"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff;
FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="50%"> <div>Avenue Pictures, Inc.</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN:
left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle;
FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman;
BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="15%"> <div>Delaware</div> </td> <td
style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN:
middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new
roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="15%"> <div>April 28, 1992 (September
30, 1996)</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE:
10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal;
FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%">
<div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: right; FONT-STYLE: normal; PADDING-RIGHT: 5px; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman;
BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="15%"> <div>100</div> </td> <td style="TEXTALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom;
FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>%</div> </td> </tr> <tr style="HEIGHT: 12px"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal;
FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="50%">
<div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff;
FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left;
FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT:
400" width="15%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman;
BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td
style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN:
bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="15%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times
new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td
style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN:
middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: right; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times
new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="15%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td>
<td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICALALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> </tr> <tr style="HEIGHT: 12px"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left;
FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT:
400" width="50%"> <div>Wombat Productions, Inc.</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman;
BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td
style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN:
bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="15%"> <div>Delaware</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times
new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td
style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN:
bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="15%"> <div>March 7, 1997</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY:
times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div>
</td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt;
VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: right; FONT-STYLE: normal;
PADDING-RIGHT: 5px; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT:
400" width="15%"> <div>100</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND:
#cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>%</div> </td> </tr> </table> </div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The consolidated financial statements
include all accounts of the Company and its inactive consolidated subsidiaries as of the reporting period ending date.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT:
10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">All inter-company balances and transactions have been eliminated.
</font></div> <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"></font> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New

Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font>
</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black"><i><u><font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> </font>Fair Value of
Financial Instruments</u></i></font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT:
10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black">The Company follows paragraph 820-10-35-37 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification (&#8220;Paragraph
820-10-35-37&#8221;) to measure the fair value of its financial instruments and paragraph 825-10-50-10 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification for
disclosures about fair value of its financial instruments. Paragraph 820-10-35-37 establishes a framework for measuring fair value in accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America (U.S. GAAP), and expands disclosures about fair value measurements. To increase consistency and
comparability in fair value measurements and related disclosures, Paragraph 820-10-35-37 establishes a fair value hierarchy which prioritizes the inputs to
valuation techniques used to measure fair value into three (3) broad levels. The three (3) levels of fair value hierarchy defined by Paragraph 820-10-35-37 are
described below:</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times
New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <table style="WIDTH: 100%; BORDER-COLLAPSE:
collapse; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr> <td style="WIDTH: 10%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICALALIGN: top"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">Level 1</font></div> </td> <td style="WIDTH: 1%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR:
black">&#160;</font></div> </td> <td style="WIDTH: 89%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">Quoted
market prices available in active markets for identical assets or liabilities as of the reporting date.</font></div> </td> </tr> <tr> <td style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt;
VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> </td> <td style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR:
black">&#160;</font></div> </td> <td style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div>
</td> </tr> <tr> <td style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">Level 2</font></div> </td> <td
style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> </td> <td style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: top">
<div><font style="COLOR: black">Pricing inputs other than quoted prices in active markets included in Level 1, which are either directly or indirectly
observable as of the reporting date.</font></div> </td> </tr> <tr> <td style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <div><font style="COLOR:
black">&#160;</font></div> </td> <td style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> </td> <td style="FONT-SIZE:
10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> </td> </tr> <tr> <td style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICALALIGN: top"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">Level 3</font></div> </td> <td style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;
</font></div> </td> <td style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">Pricing inputs that are generally
observable inputs and not corroborated by market data.</font></div> </td> </tr> </table> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font>
</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Financial assets are considered Level 3 when their fair values are determined using pricing models, discounted
cash flow methodologies or similar techniques and at least one significant model assumption or input is unobservable.</font></div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The fair value hierarchy gives the
highest priority to quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities and the lowest priority to unobservable inputs. If the inputs
used to measure the financial assets and liabilities fall within more than one level described above, the categorization is based on the lowest level input that is
significant to the fair value measurement of the instrument.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The carrying amounts of the Company&#8217;s financial assets and liabilities, such as cash, prepaid expenses,
and accrued expenses approximate their fair values because of the short maturity of these instruments.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT:
10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Transactions involving related parties cannot be presumed to be carried
out on an arm's-length basis, as the requisite conditions of competitive, free-market dealings may not exist. Representations about transactions with related
parties, if made, shall not imply that the related party transactions were consummated on terms equivalent to those that prevail in arm's-length transactions
unless such representations can be substantiated.</font></div> <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"></font> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black"><i><u><font style="FONT-FAMILY:
'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> </font>Cash Equivalents</u></i></font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font>
</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The Company considers all highly liquid investments with a maturity of three months or less when purchased
to be cash equivalents.</font></div> <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"></font> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT:
10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black"><i><u><font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif';
FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> </font>Off-Balance-Sheet Credit Exposures</u></i></font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font>
</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Pursuant to FASB ASC paragraph 310-10-50-9 an entity shall disclose a description of the accounting policies
and methodology the entity used to estimate its liability for off-balance-sheet credit exposures and related charges for those credit exposures. Such a
description shall identify the factors that influenced management's judgment (for example, historical losses and existing economic conditions) and a
discussion of risk elements relevant to particular categories of financial instruments.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font>

</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The Company does not have any off-balance-sheet credit exposure to its customers at September 30, 2012 and
2011.</font></div> <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"></font> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times
New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;
</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times,
Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black"><i><u><font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> </font>Related
Parties</u></i></font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The Company
follows subtopic 850-10 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification for the identification of related parties and disclosure of related party transactions.
</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times,
Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Pursuant to Section 850-10-20 the
Related parties include a.&#160;affiliates of the Company (&#8220;Affiliate&#8221; means, with respect to any specified Person, any other Person that,
directly or indirectly through one or more intermediaries, controls, is controlled by or is under common control with such Person, as such terms are used in
and construed under Rule 405 under the Securities Act); b.&#160;entities for which investments in their equity securities would be required, absent the
election of the fair value option under the Fair Value Option Subsection of Section 825&#150;10&#150;15, to be accounted for by the equity method by the
investing entity; c.&#160;trusts for the benefit of employees, such as pension and profit-sharing trusts that are managed by or under the trusteeship of
management; d. principal owners of the Company; e.&#160;management of the Company; f.&#160;other parties with which the Company may deal if one
party controls or can significantly influence the management or operating policies of the other to an extent that one of the transacting parties might be
prevented from fully pursuing its own separate interests; and g.&#160;other parties that can significantly influence the management or operating policies of
the transacting parties or that have an ownership interest in one of the transacting parties and can significantly influence the other to an extent that one or more
of the transacting parties might be prevented from fully pursuing its own separate interests.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times
New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;
</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times,
Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The financial statements shall include disclosures of material related party transactions, other than
compensation arrangements, expense allowances, and other similar items in the ordinary course of business. However, disclosure of transactions that are
eliminated in the preparation of consolidated or combined financial statements is not required in those statements. The disclosures shall include: a.&#160;the
nature of the relationship(s) involved; b. a description of the transactions, including transactions to which no amounts or nominal amounts were ascribed, for
each of the periods for which income statements are presented, and such other information deemed necessary to an understanding of the effects of the
transactions on the financial statements; c.&#160;the dollar amounts of transactions for each of the periods for which income statements are presented and the
effects of any change in the method of establishing the terms from that used in the preceding period; and d. amount due from or to related parties as of the
date of each balance sheet presented and, if not otherwise apparent, the terms and manner of settlement.</font></div> <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times
New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"></font> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px;
FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black"><i><u><font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> </font>Commitment and Contingencies</u>
</i></font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman,
Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The Company
follows subtopic 450-20 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification to report accounting for contingencies. Certain conditions may exist as of the date
the consolidated financial statements are issued, which may result in a loss to the Company but which will only be resolved when one or more future events
occur or fail to occur. The Company assesses such contingent liabilities, and such assessment inherently involves an exercise of judgment. In assessing loss
contingencies related to legal proceedings that are pending against the Company or unasserted claims that may result in such proceedings, the Company
evaluates the perceived merits of any legal proceedings or unasserted claims as well as the perceived merits of the amount of relief sought or expected to be
sought therein.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">If the
assessment of a contingency indicates that it is probable that a material loss has been incurred and the amount of the liability can be estimated, then the
estimated liability would be accrued in the Company&#8217;s consolidated financial statements. If the assessment indicates that a potentially material loss
contingency is not probable but is reasonably possible, or is probable but cannot be estimated, then the nature of the contingent liability, and an estimate of the
range of possible losses, if determinable and material, would be disclosed.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font>
</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Loss contingencies considered remote are generally not disclosed unless they involve guarantees, in which
case the guarantees would be disclosed.</font></div> <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"></font> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;TEXT-INDENT: 0in; MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black"><i><u><font
style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> </font>Revenue Recognition</u></i></font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT:
10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The Company follows paragraph 605-10-S99-1 of the FASB
Accounting Standards Codification for revenue recognition. The Company will recognize revenue when it is realized or realizable and earned. The Company
considers revenue realized or realizable and earned when all of the following criteria are met: (i) persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists, (ii) the product
has been shipped or the services have been rendered to the customer, (iii) the sales price is fixed or determinable, and (iv) collectability is reasonably assured.
</font></div> <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"></font> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font>

</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black"><i><u><font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> </font>Stock-Based
Compensation for Obtaining Employee Services</u></i></font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The Company accounts for share-based payment transactions issued to employees under the guidance of the
Topic 718 Compensation&#151;Stock Compensation of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification (&#8220;ASC Topic 718&#8221;).</font></div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Pursuant to ASC Section 718-10-20
an employee is an individual over whom the grantor of a share-based compensation award exercises or has the right to exercise sufficient control to establish
an employer-employee relationship based on common law as illustrated in case law and currently under U.S. Internal Revenue Service (&#8220;IRS&#8221;)
Revenue Ruling 87-41. A non-employee director does not satisfy this definition of employee. Nevertheless, non-employee directors acting in their role as
members of a board of directors are treated as employees if those directors were elected by the employer&#8217;s shareholders or appointed to a board
position that will be filled by shareholder election when the existing term expires. However, that requirement applies only to awards granted to non-employee
directors for their services as directors. Awards granted to non-employee directors for other services shall be accounted for as awards to non-employees.
</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times,
Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs
718-10-30-2 and 718-10-30-3 a share-based payment transaction with employees shall be measured based on the fair value of the equity instruments issued
and an entity shall account for the compensation cost from share-based payment transactions with employees in accordance with the fair value-based method,
i.e., the cost of services received from employees in exchange for awards of share-based compensation generally shall be measured based on the grant-date
fair value of the equity instruments issued or the fair value of the liabilities incurred/settled.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times
New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;
</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times,
Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs 718-10-30-6 and 718-10-30-9 the measurement objective for equity
instruments awarded to employees is to estimate the fair value at the grant date of the equity instruments that the entity is obligated to issue when employees
have rendered the requisite service and satisfied any other conditions necessary to earn the right to benefit from the instruments (for example, to exercise
share options). That estimate is based on the share price and other pertinent factors, such as expected volatility, at the grant date. As such, the fair value of an
equity share option or similar instrument shall be estimated using a valuation technique such as an option pricing model. For this purpose, a similar instrument
is one whose fair value differs from its intrinsic value, that is, an instrument that has time value.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT:
10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">If the Company&#8217;s common shares are traded in one of the
national exchanges the grant-date share price of the Company&#8217;s common stock will be used to measure the fair value of the common shares issued,
however, if the Company&#8217;s common shares are thinly traded the use of share prices established in its most recent private placement memorandum
(&#8220;PPM&#8221;), or weekly or monthly price observations would generally be more appropriate than the use of daily price observations as such shares
could be artificially inflated due to a larger spread between the bid and asked quotes and lack of consistent trading in the market.</font></div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Pursuant to ASC Paragraph
718-10-55-21 if an observable market price is not available for a share option or similar instrument with the same or similar terms and conditions, an entity
shall estimate the fair value of that instrument using a valuation technique or model that meets the requirements in paragraph 718-10-55-11 and takes into
account, at a minimum, all of the following factors:</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <table
style="WIDTH: 100%; BORDER-COLLAPSE: collapse; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr
style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 6%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">a.</font>
</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 94%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">The exercise price of the option.
</font></div> </td> </tr> </table> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times
New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <table style="WIDTH: 100%; BORDER-COLLAPSE:
collapse; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN:
justify; WIDTH: 6%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">b.</font></div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 94%;
FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">The expected term of the option, taking into account both the contractual term of the option and the
effects of employees&#8217; expected exercise and post-vesting employment termination behavior: The expected life of options and similar instruments
represents the period of time the option and/or warrant are expected to be outstanding.&#160;&#160;Pursuant to paragraph 718-10-S99-1, it may be
appropriate to use the <i> simplified method</i>, <i>i.e., expected term = ((vesting term + original contractual term) / 2)</i>, if (i) A company does not have
sufficient historical exercise data to provide a reasonable basis upon which to estimate expected term due to the limited period of time its equity shares have
been publicly traded; (ii) A company significantly changes the terms of its share option grants or the types of employees that receive share option grants such
that its historical exercise data may no longer provide a reasonable basis upon which to estimate expected term; or (iii) A company has or expects to have
significant structural changes in its business such that its historical exercise data may no longer provide a reasonable basis upon which to estimate expected
term. The Company uses the simplified method to calculate expected term of share options and similar instruments as the company does not have sufficient
historical exercise data to provide a reasonable basis upon which to estimate expected term.</font></div> </td> </tr> </table> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <table style="WIDTH: 100%; BORDER-COLLAPSE: collapse; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times,
Serif" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 6%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">
<div><font style="COLOR: black">c.</font></div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 94%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font
style="COLOR: black">The current price of the underlying share.</font></div> </td> </tr> </table> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font>

</div> <table style="WIDTH: 100%; BORDER-COLLAPSE: collapse; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr
style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 6%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">d.</font>
</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 94%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">The expected volatility of the price
of the underlying share for the expected term of the option.&#160;&#160;Pursuant to ASC Paragraph 718-10-55-25 a newly publicly traded entity might base
expectations about future volatility on the average volatilities of similar entities for an appropriate period following their going public. A nonpublic entity
might base its expected volatility on the average volatilities of otherwise similar public entities. For purposes of identifying otherwise similar entities, an
entity would likely consider characteristics such as industry, stage of life cycle, size, and financial leverage. Because of the effects of diversification that are
present in an industry sector index, the volatility of an index should not be substituted for the average of volatilities of otherwise similar entities in a fair value
measurement.&#160;&#160;Pursuant to paragraph 718-10-S99-1 if shares of a company are thinly traded the use of weekly or monthly price observations
would generally be more appropriate than the use of daily price observations as the volatility calculation using daily observations for such shares could be
artificially inflated due to a larger spread between the bid and asked quotes and lack of consistent trading in the market.&#160;&#160;The Company uses the
average historical volatility of the comparable companies over the expected term of the share options or similar instruments as its expected volatility.</font>
</div> </td> </tr> </table> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <table style="WIDTH: 100%; BORDER-COLLAPSE: collapse;
FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify;
WIDTH: 6%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">e.</font></div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 94%;
FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">The expected dividends on the underlying share for the expected term of the
option.&#160;&#160;The expected dividend yield is based on the Company&#8217;s current dividend yield as the best estimate of projected dividend yield
for periods within the expected term of the share options and similar instruments.</font></div> </td> </tr> </table> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <table style="WIDTH: 100%; BORDER-COLLAPSE: collapse; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times,
Serif" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 6%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">
<div><font style="COLOR: black">f.</font></div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 94%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font
style="COLOR: black">The risk-free interest rate(s) for the expected term of the option. Pursuant to ASC 718-10-55-28 a U.S. entity issuing an option on its
own shares must use as the risk-free interest rates the implied yields currently available from the U.S. Treasury zero-coupon yield curve over the contractual
term of the option if the entity is using a lattice model incorporating the option&#8217;s contractual term. If the entity is using a closed-form model, the
risk-free interest rate is the implied yield currently available on U.S. Treasury zero-coupon issues with a remaining term equal to the expected term used as
the assumption in the model.</font></div> </td> </tr> </table> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN:
0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Pursuant to ASC
Paragraphs 718-10-30-11 and 718-10-30-17 a restriction that stems from the forfeitability of instruments to which employees have not yet earned the right,
such as the inability either to exercise a non-vested equity share option or to sell non-vested shares, is not reflected in estimating the fair value of the related
instruments at the grant date. Instead, those restrictions are taken into account by recognizing compensation cost only for awards for which employees render
the requisite service and a non-vested equity share or non-vested equity share unit awarded to an employee shall be measured at its fair value as if it were
vested and issued on the grant date.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px;
FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black">Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs 718-10-35-2 and 718-10-35-3 the compensation cost for an award of share-based employee
compensation classified as equity shall be recognized over the requisite service period, with a corresponding credit to equity (generally, paid-in capital). The
requisite service period is the period during which an employee is required to provide service in exchange for an award, which often is the vesting period. The
total amount of compensation cost recognized at the end of the requisite service period for an award of share-based compensation shall be based on the
number of instruments for which the requisite service has been rendered (that is, for which the requisite service period has been completed). An entity shall
base initial accruals of compensation cost on the estimated number of instruments for which the requisite service is expected to be rendered. That estimate
shall be revised if subsequent information indicates that the actual number of instruments is likely to differ from previous estimates. The cumulative effect on
current and prior periods of a change in the estimated number of instruments for which the requisite service is expected to be or has been rendered shall be
recognized in compensation cost in the period of the change. Previously recognized compensation cost shall not be reversed if an employee share option (or
share unit) for which the requisite service has been rendered expires unexercised (or unconverted).</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT:
10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Under the requirement of ASC Paragraph 718-10-35-8 the Company
made a policy decision to recognize compensation cost for an award with only service conditions that has a graded vesting schedule on a straight-line basis
over the requisite service period for the entire award.</font></div> <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"></font>
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10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black"><i><u><font style="FONT-FAMILY:
'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> </font>Equity Instruments Issued to Parties Other Than Employees for Acquiring Goods or Services</u>
</i></font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman,
Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The Company
accounts for equity instruments issued to parties other than employees for acquiring goods or services under the guidance of Sub-topic 505-50 of the FASB
Accounting Standards Codification (&#8220;Sub-topic 505-50&#8221;).</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font>
</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Pursuant to ASC paragraph 505-50-25-7, if fully vested, non-forfeitable equity instruments are issued at the
date the grantor and grantee enter into an agreement for goods or services (no specific performance is required by the grantee to retain those equity
instruments), then, because of the elimination of any obligation on the part of the counterparty to earn the equity instruments, a measurement date has been
reached. A grantor shall recognize the equity instruments when they are issued (in most cases, when the agreement is entered into). Whether the
corresponding cost is an immediate expense or a prepaid asset (or whether the debit should be characterized as contra-equity under the requirements of

paragraph 505-50-45-1) depends on the specific facts and circumstances. Pursuant to ASC paragraph 505-50-45-1, a grantor may conclude that an asset (other
than a note or a receivable) has been received in return for fully vested, non-forfeitable equity instruments that are issued at the date the grantor and grantee
enter into an agreement for goods or services (and no specific performance is required by the grantee in order to retain those equity instruments). Such an
asset shall not be displayed as contra-equity by the grantor of the equity instruments. The transferability (or lack thereof) of the equity instruments shall not
affect the balance sheet display of the asset. This guidance is limited to transactions in which equity instruments are transferred to other than employees in
exchange for goods or services.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT:
10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black">Pursuant to Paragraphs 505-50-25-8 and 505-50-25-9, an entity may grant fully vested, non-forfeitable equity instruments that are
exercisable by the grantee only after a specified period of time if the terms of the agreement provide for earlier exercisability if the grantee achieves specified
performance conditions. Any measured cost of the transaction shall be recognized in the same period(s) and in the same manner as if the entity had paid cash
for the goods or services or used cash rebates as a sales discount instead of paying with, or using, the equity instruments. A recognized asset, expense, or sales
discount shall not be reversed if a stock option that the counterparty has the right to exercise expires unexercised.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div>
<div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs 505-50-30-2 and 505-50-30-11 share-based payment transactions with
nonemployees shall be measured at the fair value of the consideration received or the fair value of the equity instruments issued, whichever is more reliably
measurable. The issuer shall measure the fair value of the equity instruments in these transactions using the stock price and other measurement assumptions as
of the earlier of the following dates, referred to as the measurement date: (a) The date at which a commitment for performance by the counterparty to earn the
equity instruments is reached (a performance commitment); or (b) The date at which the counterparty's performance is complete. If the Company&#8217;s
common shares are traded in one of the national exchanges the grant-date share price of the Company&#8217;s common stock will be used to measure the
fair value of the common shares issued, however, if the Company&#8217;s common shares are thinly traded the use of share prices established in the
Company&#8217;s most recent private placement memorandum (&#8220;PPM&#8221;), or weekly or monthly price observations would generally be more
appropriate than the use of daily price observations as such shares could be artificially inflated due to a larger spread between the bid and asked quotes and
lack of consistent trading in the market.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px;
FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black">Pursuant to ASC Paragraph 718-10-55-21 if an observable market price is not available for a share option or similar instrument with
the same or similar terms and conditions, an entity shall estimate the fair value of that instrument using a valuation technique or model that meets the
requirements in paragraph 718-10-55-11 and takes into account, at a minimum, all of the following factors:</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <table style="WIDTH: 100%; BORDER-COLLAPSE: collapse; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times,
Serif" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 6%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">
<div><font style="COLOR: black">a.</font></div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 94%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font
style="COLOR: black">The exercise price of the option.</font></div> </td> </tr> </table> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font>
</div> <table style="WIDTH: 100%; BORDER-COLLAPSE: collapse; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr
style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 6%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">b.</font>
</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 94%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">The expected term of the option,
taking into account both the contractual term of the option and the effects of employees&#8217; expected exercise and post-vesting employment termination
behavior: Pursuant to Paragraph 718-10-50-2(f)(2)(i) of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification the expected term of share options and similar
instruments represents the period of time the options and similar instruments are expected to be outstanding taking into consideration of the contractual term
of the instruments and holder&#8217;s expected exercise behavior into the fair value (or calculated value) of the instruments.&#160;&#160;The Company
uses historical data to estimate holder&#8217;s expected exercise behavior.&#160;&#160;If the Company is a newly formed corporation or shares of the
Company are thinly traded the contractual term of the share options and similar instruments is used as the expected term of share options and similar
instruments as the Company does not have sufficient historical exercise data to provide a reasonable basis upon which to estimate expected term.</font>
</div> </td> </tr> </table> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <table style="WIDTH: 100%; BORDER-COLLAPSE: collapse;
FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify;
WIDTH: 6%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">c.</font></div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 94%;
FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">The current price of the underlying share.</font></div> </td> </tr> </table> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <table style="WIDTH: 100%; BORDER-COLLAPSE: collapse; FONT: 10pt Times
New Roman, Times, Serif" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 6%;
FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">d.</font></div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 94%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">
<div><font style="COLOR: black">The expected volatility of the price of the underlying share for the expected term of the option.&#160;&#160;Pursuant to
ASC Paragraph 718-10-55-25 a newly publicly traded entity might base expectations about future volatility on the average volatilities of similar entities for an
appropriate period following their going public. A nonpublic entity might base its expected volatility on the average volatilities of otherwise similar public
entities. For purposes of identifying otherwise similar entities, an entity would likely consider characteristics such as industry, stage of life cycle, size, and
financial leverage. Because of the effects of diversification that are present in an industry sector index, the volatility of an index should not be substituted for
the average of volatilities of otherwise similar entities in a fair value measurement.&#160;&#160;Pursuant to paragraph 718-10-S99-1 if shares of a company
are thinly traded the use of weekly or monthly price observations would generally be more appropriate than the use of daily price observations as the volatility
calculation using daily observations for such shares could be artificially inflated due to a larger spread between the bid and asked quotes and lack of consistent
trading in the market. &#160;The Company uses the average historical volatility of the comparable companies over the expected term of the share options or
similar instruments as its expected volatility.</font></div> </td> </tr> </table> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0px"> </div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> &#160;</div> <table style="WIDTH:
100%; BORDER-COLLAPSE: collapse; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN:
top"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 7%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div>e.</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 93%;

FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div>The expected dividends on the underlying share for the expected term of the option.&#160;&#160;The expected dividend yield is
based on the Company&#8217;s current dividend yield as the best estimate of projected dividend yield for periods within the expected term of the share
options and similar instruments.</div> </td> </tr> </table> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN:
0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <table style="WIDTH: 100%; BORDER-COLLAPSE: collapse; FONT:
10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH:
7%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div>f.</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 93%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div>The risk-free interest rate(s) for
the expected term of the option. Pursuant to ASC 718-10-55-28 a U.S. entity issuing an option on its own shares must use as the risk-free interest rates the
implied yields currently available from the U.S. Treasury zero-coupon yield curve over the contractual term of the option if the entity is using a lattice model
incorporating the option&#8217;s contractual term. If the entity is using a closed-form model, the risk-free interest rate is the implied yield currently available
on U.S. Treasury zero-coupon issues with a remaining term equal to the expected term used as the assumption in the model.</div> </td> </tr> </table> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">Pursuant to ASC paragraph 505-50-S99-1, if the Company receives a right to receive future services in exchange for
unvested, forfeitable equity instruments, those equity instruments are treated as unissued for accounting purposes until the future services are received (that is,
the instruments are not considered issued until they vest). Consequently, there would be no recognition at the measurement date and no entry should be
recorded.</div> <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"></font> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times
New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><i><u><font
style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> </font>Deferred Tax Assets and Income Tax Provision</u></i></div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">The Company accounts for income taxes under Section 740-10-30 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification,
which requires recognition of deferred tax assets and liabilities for the expected future tax consequences of events that have been included in the financial
statements or tax returns. Under this method, deferred tax assets and liabilities are based on the differences between the financial statement and tax bases of
assets and liabilities using enacted tax rates in effect for the fiscal year in which the differences are expected to reverse. Deferred tax assets are reduced by a
valuation allowance to the extent management concludes it is more likely than not that the assets will not be realized. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are
measured using enacted tax rates expected to apply to taxable income in the fiscal years in which those temporary differences are expected to be recovered or
settled. The effect on deferred tax assets and liabilities of a change in tax rates is recognized in the Statements of Income and Comprehensive Income in the
period that includes the enactment date.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt
Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">The Company adopted section 740-10-25 of the FASB Accounting
Standards Codification (&#8220;Section 740-10-25&#8221;) with regards to uncertainty income taxes. Section 740-10-25 addresses the determination of
whether tax benefits claimed or expected to be claimed on a tax return should be recorded in the financial statements. Under Section 740-10-25, the Company
may recognize the tax benefit from an uncertain tax position only if it is more likely than not that the tax position will be sustained on examination by the
taxing authorities, based on the technical merits of the position. The tax benefits recognized in the financial statements from such a position should be
measured based on the largest benefit that has a greater than fifty percent (50%) likelihood of being realized upon ultimate settlement. Section 740-10-25 also
provides guidance on de-recognition, classification, interest and penalties on income taxes, accounting in interim periods and requires increased disclosures.
</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">The estimated future tax effects of temporary differences between the tax basis of assets and liabilities are reported in
the accompanying balance sheets, as well as tax credit carry-backs and carry-forwards. The Company periodically reviews the recoverability of deferred tax
assets recorded on its balance sheets and provides valuation allowances as management deems necessary.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">Management makes judgments as to the interpretation of the tax laws that might be challenged upon an audit and cause changes to previous
estimates of tax liability. In addition, the Company operates within multiple taxing jurisdictions and is subject to audit in these jurisdictions. In
management&#8217;s opinion, adequate provisions for income taxes have been made for all years. If actual taxable income by tax jurisdiction varies from
estimates, additional allowances or reversals of reserves may be necessary.</div> <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE:
10pt"></font> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times,
Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times
New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><i><u><font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> </font>Tax years that
remain subject to examination by major tax jurisdictions</u></i></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;TEXT-INDENT: 0.5in; MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><i>&#160;</i></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">The Company
discloses tax years that remain subject to examination by major tax jurisdictions pursuant to the ASC Paragraph 740-10-50-15.</div> <font style="FONTFAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"></font> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><i><u><font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New
Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> </font>Earnings per Share</u></i></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">Earnings per share ("EPS") is the amount of
earnings attributable to each share of common stock. For convenience, the term is used to refer to either earnings or loss per share. EPS is computed pursuant
to section 260-10-45 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification. Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs 260-10-45-10 through 260-10-45-16 Basic EPS shall be
computed by dividing income available to common stockholders (the numerator) by the weighted-average number of common shares outstanding (the
denominator) during the period. Income available to common stockholders shall be computed by deducting both the dividends declared in the period on
preferred stock (whether or not paid) and the dividends accumulated for the period on cumulative preferred stock (whether or not earned) from income from
continuing operations (if that amount appears in the income statement) and also from net income. The computation of diluted EPS is similar to the
computation of basic EPS except that the denominator is increased to include the number of additional common shares that would have been outstanding if

the dilutive potential common shares had been issued during the period to reflect the potential dilution that could occur from common shares issuable through
contingent shares issuance arrangement, stock options or warrants.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs 260-10-45-45-21
through 260-10-45-45-23 Diluted EPS shall be based on the most advantageous conversion rate or exercise price from the standpoint of the security holder.
The dilutive effect of outstanding call options and warrants (and their equivalents) issued by the reporting entity shall be reflected in diluted EPS by
application of the treasury stock method unless the provisions of paragraphs 260-10-45-35 through 45-36 and 260-10-55-8 through 55-11 require that another
method be applied. Equivalents of options and warrants include non-vested stock granted to employees, stock purchase contracts, and partially paid stock
subscriptions (see paragraph 260&#150;10&#150;55&#150;23). Anti-dilutive contracts, such as purchased put options and purchased call options, shall be
excluded from diluted EPS. Under the treasury stock method: a.&#160;Exercise of options and warrants shall be assumed at the beginning of the period (or at
time of issuance, if later) and common shares shall be assumed to be issued. b.&#160;The proceeds from exercise shall be assumed to be used to purchase
common stock at the average market price during the period. (See paragraphs 260-10-45-29 and 260-10-55-4 through 55-5.) c.&#160;The incremental shares
(the difference between the number of shares assumed issued and the number of shares assumed purchased) shall be included in the denominator of the
diluted EPS computation.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px;
FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">There were no potentially dilutive common shares outstanding for the reporting period ended
September 30, 2012 and 2011.</div> <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"></font> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">
<i><u><font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> </font>Cash Flows Reporting</u></i></div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">The Company adopted paragraph 230-10-45-24 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification for cash flows
reporting, classifies cash receipts and payments according to whether they stem from operating, investing, or financing activities and provides definitions of
each category, and uses the indirect or reconciliation method (&#8220;Indirect method&#8221;) as defined by paragraph 230-10-45-25 of the FASB
Accounting Standards Codification to report net cash flow from operating activities by adjusting net income to reconcile it to net cash flow from operating
activities by removing the effects of (a) all deferrals of past operating cash receipts and payments and all accruals of expected future operating cash receipts
and payments and (b) all items that are included in net income that do not affect operating cash receipts and payments.&#160;&#160;The Company reports
the reporting currency equivalent of foreign currency cash flows, using the current exchange rate at the time of the cash flows and the effect of exchange rate
changes on cash held in foreign currencies is reported as a separate item in the reconciliation of beginning and ending balances of cash and cash equivalents
and separately provides information about investing and financing activities not resulting in cash receipts or payments in the period pursuant to paragraph
830-230-45-1 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification.</div> <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"></font>
<div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">&#160;&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times
New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><i><u><font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> </font>Subsequent
Events</u></i></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman,
Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt
Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">The Company follows the guidance in Section 855-10-50 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification
for the disclosure of subsequent events. The Company will evaluate subsequent events through the date when the&#160;financial statements were
issued.&#160;&#160;Pursuant to ASU 2010-09 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification, the Company as an SEC filer considers its financial
statements issued when they are widely distributed to users, such as through filing them on EDGAR.</div> <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New
Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"></font> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt
Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><i>&#160;</i></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><i><u><font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif';
FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> </font>Recently Issued Accounting Pronouncements</u></i></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">In August 2014, the
FASB issued the FASB Accounting Standards Update No. 2014-15 <i>&#8220;Presentation of Financial Statements&#151;Going Concern (Subtopic
205-40): Disclosure of Uncertainties about an Entity&#8217;s Ability to Continue as a Going Concern&#160;(&#8220;ASU 2014-15&#8221;).</i></div>
<div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">In connection with preparing financial statements for each annual and interim reporting period, an entity&#8217;s
management should evaluate whether there are conditions or events, considered in the aggregate, that raise substantial doubt about the entity&#8217;s ability
to continue as a going concern within one year after the date that the <i>financial statements are issued</i> (or within one year after the date that the
<i>financial statements are available to be issued</i> when applicable). Management&#8217;s evaluation should be based on relevant conditions and events
that are known and reasonably knowable at the date that the <i>financial statements are issued</i> (or at the date that the <i>financial statements are available
to be issued</i> when applicable). Substantial doubt about an entity&#8217;s ability to continue as a going concern exists when relevant conditions and
events, considered in the aggregate, indicate that it is probable that the entity will be unable to meet its obligations as they become due within one year after
the date that the financial statements are issued (or available to be issued). The term <i>probable</i> is used consistently with its use in Topic 450,
Contingencies.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman,
Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt
Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">When management identifies conditions or events that raise substantial doubt about an entity&#8217;s
ability to continue as a going concern, management should consider whether its plans that are intended to mitigate those relevant conditions or events will
alleviate the substantial doubt. The mitigating effect of management&#8217;s plans should be considered only to the extent that (1) it is probable that the
plans will be effectively implemented and, if so, (2) it is probable that the plans will mitigate the conditions or events that raise substantial doubt about the
entity&#8217;s ability to continue as a going concern.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN:
0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">If conditions or events raise substantial doubt about

an entity&#8217;s ability to continue as a going concern, but the substantial doubt is alleviated as a result of consideration of management&#8217;s plans,
the entity should disclose information that enables users of the financial statements to understand all of the following (or refer to similar information disclosed
elsewhere in the footnotes):</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <table style="MARGIN-TOP: 0px; WIDTH: 100%; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif;
MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="WIDTH: 5%"></td> <td style="WIDTH:
5%"> <div>a.</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 90%"> <div>Principal conditions or events that raised substantial doubt about the
entity&#8217;s ability to continue as a going concern (before consideration of management&#8217;s plans)</div> </td> </tr> </table> <table
style="MARGIN-TOP: 0px; WIDTH: 100%; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0">
<tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="WIDTH: 5%"></td> <td style="WIDTH: 5%"> <div>b.</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify;
WIDTH: 90%"> <div>Management&#8217;s evaluation of the significance of those conditions or events in relation to the entity&#8217;s ability to meet its
obligations</div> </td> </tr> </table> <table style="MARGIN-TOP: 0px; WIDTH: 100%; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif; MARGINBOTTOM: 0px" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="WIDTH: 5%"></td> <td style="WIDTH: 5%">
<div>c.</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 90%"> <div>Management&#8217;s plans that alleviated substantial doubt about the
entity&#8217;s ability to continue as a going concern.</div> </td> </tr> </table> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">If conditions or events
raise substantial doubt about an entity&#8217;s ability to continue as a going concern, and substantial doubt is not alleviated after consideration of
management&#8217;s plans, an entity should include a statement in the footnotes indicating that there is <i>substantial doubt about the entity&#8217;s
ability to continue as a going concern</i> within one year after the date that the financial statements are issued (or available to be issued). Additionally, the
entity should disclose information that enables users of the financial statements to understand all of the following:</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <table
style="MARGIN-TOP: 0px; WIDTH: 100%; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0">
<tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="WIDTH: 5%"></td> <td style="WIDTH: 5%"> <div>a.</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify;
WIDTH: 90%"> <div>Principal conditions or events that raise substantial doubt about the entity&#8217;s ability to continue as a going concern</div> </td>
</tr> </table> <table style="MARGIN-TOP: 0px; WIDTH: 100%; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px"
cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="WIDTH: 5%"></td> <td style="WIDTH: 5%"> <div>b.</div> </td> <td
style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 90%"> <div>Management&#8217;s evaluation of the significance of those conditions or events in relation to the
entity&#8217;s ability to meet its obligations</div> </td> </tr> </table> <table style="MARGIN-TOP: 0px; WIDTH: 100%; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="WIDTH: 5%"></td>
<td style="WIDTH: 5%"> <div>c.</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 90%"> <div>Management&#8217;s plans that are intended to
mitigate the conditions or events that raise substantial doubt about the entity&#8217;s ability to continue as a going concern.</div> </td> </tr> </table> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">The amendments in this Update are effective for the annual period ending after December 15, 2016, and for annual
periods and interim periods thereafter. Early application is permitted.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">Management does not believe that any other
recently issued, but not yet effective accounting pronouncements, when adopted, will have a material effect on the accompanying financial statements.</div>
</div><table border="0" style="width:100%; table-layout:fixed;" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td></td></tr></table> <div style="MARGIN: 0pt
0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif "> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px;
FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black"><i><u>Basis of Presentation &#150;
Unaudited Interim Financial Information</u></i></font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN:
0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black">The accompanying unaudited interim financial statements and related notes have been prepared in accordance with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America (&#8220;U.S. GAAP&#8221;) for the interim financial information, and with the rules and
regulations of the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (&#8220;SEC&#8221;) to Form 10-Q and Article 8 of Regulation S-X. Accordingly,
they do not include all of the information and footnotes required by U.S. GAAP for complete financial statements. The unaudited interim financial statements
furnished reflect all adjustments (consisting of normal recurring accruals) which are, in the opinion of management, necessary to a fair statement of the results
for the interim period presented. Unaudited consolidated interim results are not necessarily indicative of the results for the full fiscal year. These financial
statements should be read in conjunction with the financial statements of the Company for the year ended December 31, 2011 and notes thereto contained in
the information filed as part of the Company&#8217;s Form 10-K, which was filed on April 16, 2012.</font></div> </div><table border="0"
style="width:100%; table-layout:fixed;" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td></td></tr></table> <div style="MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times
New Roman, Times, Serif "> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT:
10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black"><i><u>Use of Estimates and Assumptions and Critical Accounting
Estimates and Assumptions</u></i></font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px;
FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black">The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America
requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and
liabilities at the date(s) of the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period(s).</font></div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="BACKGROUND-COLOR: transparent; COLOR:
black">Critical accounting estimates are estimates for which (a) the nature of the estimate is material due to the levels of subjectivity and judgment necessary
to account for highly uncertain matters or the susceptibility of such matters to change and (b) the impact of the estimate on financial condition or operating

performance is material. The Company&#8217;s critical accounting estimates and assumptions affecting the financial statements were:</font></div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="BACKGROUND-COLOR: transparent; COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <table style="MARGIN-TOP: 0pt; FONT: 10pt
Times New Roman, Times, Serif; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0pt" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0" width="100%"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td
style="WIDTH: 0.25in"></td> <td style="WIDTH: 0.25in"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">(i)</font></div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify">
<div><font style="BACKGROUND-COLOR: transparent; COLOR: black"><i> Assumption as a going concern</i>:</font> <font style="COLOR:
black">Management assumes that the Company will continue as a going concern, which contemplates continuity of operations, realization of assets, and
liquidation of liabilities in the normal course of business<font style="BACKGROUND-COLOR: transparent">.</font></font></div> </td> </tr> </table>
<table style="MARGIN-TOP: 0pt; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0pt" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"
width="100%"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="WIDTH: 0.25in"></td> <td style="WIDTH: 0.25in"> <div><font style="COLOR:
black">(ii)</font></div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify"> <div><font style="BACKGROUND-COLOR: transparent; COLOR: black"><i>
Valuation allowance for deferred tax assets</i>:</font> <font style="COLOR: black">Management assumes that the realization of the Company&#8217;s net
deferred tax assets resulting from its net operating loss (&#8220;NOL&#8221;) carry&#150;forwards for Federal income tax purposes that may be offset
against future taxable income was not considered more likely than not and accordingly, the potential tax benefits of the net loss carry-forwards are offset by a
full valuation allowance. Management made this assumption based on (a) the Company has incurred recurring losses, (b) general economic conditions, and
(c) its ability to raise additional funds to support its daily operations by way of a public or private offering, among other factors.</font></div> </td> </tr>
</table> <table style="MARGIN-TOP: 0pt; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0pt" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"
width="100%"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="WIDTH: 0.25in"></td> <td style="WIDTH: 0.25in"> <div><font style="COLOR:
black">(iii)</font></div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify"> <div><font style="BACKGROUND-COLOR: transparent; COLOR: black"><i>
Estimates and assumptions used in valuation of equity instruments</i>: Management estimates</font> <font style="COLOR: black">expected term of share
options and similar instruments, expected volatility of the Company&#8217;s common shares and the method used to estimate it, expected annual rate of
quarterly dividends, and risk free rate(s) to value share options and similar instruments.</font></div> </td> </tr> </table> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="BACKGROUND-COLOR: transparent; COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">These
significant accounting estimates or assumptions bear the risk of change due to the fact that there are uncertainties attached to these estimates or assumptions,
and certain estimates or assumptions are difficult to measure or value.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font>
</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Management bases its estimates on historical experience and on various assumptions that are believed to be
reasonable in relation to the financial statements taken as a whole under the circumstances, the results of which form the basis for making judgments about the
carrying values of assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent from other sources.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font>
</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Management regularly evaluates the key factors and assumptions used to develop the estimates utilizing
currently available information, changes in facts and circumstances, historical experience and reasonable assumptions. After such evaluations, if deemed
appropriate, those estimates are adjusted accordingly.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Actual results could differ from those estimates.</font></div> </div><table border="0" style="width:100%;
table-layout:fixed;" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td></td></tr></table> <div style="MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times,
Serif "> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black"><i><u>Principles of Consolidation</u></i></font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT:
10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The Company applies the guidance of Topic 810
&#8220;Consolidation&#8221; of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification to determine whether and how to consolidate another entity. Pursuant to
ASC Paragraph 810-10-15-10 all majority-owned subsidiaries&#151;all entities in which a parent has a controlling financial interest&#151;shall be
consolidated except (1) when control does not rest with the parent, the majority owner; (2) if the parent is a broker-dealer within the scope of Topic 940 and
control is likely to be temporary; (3) consolidation by an investment company within the scope of Topic 946 of a non-investment-company investee. Pursuant
to ASC Paragraph 810-10-15-8, the usual condition for a controlling financial interest is ownership of a majority voting interest, and, therefore, as a general
rule ownership by one reporting entity, directly or indirectly, of more than 50 percent of the outstanding voting shares of another entity is a condition pointing
toward consolidation. The power to control may also exist with a lesser percentage of ownership, for example, by contract, lease, agreement with other
stockholders, or by court decree. The Company consolidates all less-than-majority-owned subsidiaries, if any, in which the parent&#8217;s power to control
exists.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman,
Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black"><font
style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> </font>The consolidated financial statements include all accounts of the entities as
of the reporting period ending date(s) and for the reporting period(s) as follows:</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font>
</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;TEXT-ALIGN:Left; TEXT-INDENT: 0in; WIDTH: 100%"> <table
style="MARGIN: 0in; WIDTH: 100%; BORDER-COLLAPSE: collapse; OVERFLOW: visible" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0" align="left"> <tr
style="HEIGHT: 12px"> <td style="BORDER-BOTTOM: #000000 1px solid; TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new
roman; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="50%">
<div>Name&#160;of&#160;consolidated&#160;subsidiary<br/> or&#160;entity</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: center; FONT-STYLE: normal;
FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td
style="BORDER-BOTTOM: #000000 1px solid; TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; FONT-SIZE: 10pt;

VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="15%"> <div>State&#160;or&#160;other&#160;jurisdiction&#160;of<br/> incorporation
or<br/> organization</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; FONT-SIZE: 10pt;
VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="BORDER-BOTTOM: #000000 1px solid;
TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700"
width="15%"> <div>Date&#160;of&#160;incorporation&#160;or&#160;formation<br/> (date&#160;of&#160;acquisition,&#160;if&#160;applicable)
</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: center; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom;
FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="BORDER-BOTTOM: #000000 1px solid; TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE:
normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="16%" colspan="2">
<div>Attributable<br/> interest</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: center; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; FONT-SIZE:
10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> </tr> <tr style="HEIGHT: 12px"> <td style="TEXTALIGN: center; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom;
BORDER-TOP: #000000 1px solid; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="50%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: center; FONT-STYLE:
normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="1%">
<div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff;
FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; BORDER-TOP: #000000 1px solid; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="15%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td
style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN:
bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new
roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; BORDER-TOP: #000000 1px solid; FONT-WEIGHT: 700"
width="15%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: center; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND:
#ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: center;
FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; BORDER-TOP:
#000000 1px solid; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: center; FONT-STYLE: normal;
FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; BORDER-TOP: #000000 1px solid;
FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="15%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: center; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new
roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> </tr> <tr
style="HEIGHT: 12px"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff;
FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="50%"> <div>Avenue Pictures, Inc.</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN:
left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle;
FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman;
BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="15%"> <div>Delaware</div> </td> <td
style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN:
middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new
roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="15%"> <div>April 28, 1992 (September
30, 1996)</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE:
10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal;
FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%">
<div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: right; FONT-STYLE: normal; PADDING-RIGHT: 5px; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman;
BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="15%"> <div>100</div> </td> <td style="TEXTALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom;
FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>%</div> </td> </tr> <tr style="HEIGHT: 12px"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal;
FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="50%">
<div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff;
FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left;
FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT:
400" width="15%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman;
BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td
style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN:
bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="15%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times
new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td
style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN:
middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: right; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times
new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="15%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td>
<td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICALALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> </tr> <tr style="HEIGHT: 12px"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left;
FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT:
400" width="50%"> <div>Wombat Productions, Inc.</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman;
BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td
style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN:
bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="15%"> <div>Delaware</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times
new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td
style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN:
bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="15%"> <div>March 7, 1997</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY:
times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div>
</td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt;
VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: right; FONT-STYLE: normal;
PADDING-RIGHT: 5px; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT:
400" width="15%"> <div>100</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND:
#cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>%</div> </td> </tr> </table> </div> <div

style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The consolidated financial statements
include all accounts of the Company and its inactive consolidated subsidiaries as of the reporting period ending date.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT:
10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">All inter-company balances and transactions have been eliminated.
</font></div> </div><table border="0" style="width:100%; table-layout:fixed;" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td></td></tr></table> <div
style="MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif "> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black"><i><u>Fair
Value of Financial Instruments</u></i></font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px;
FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black">The Company follows paragraph 820-10-35-37 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification (&#8220;Paragraph
820-10-35-37&#8221;) to measure the fair value of its financial instruments and paragraph 825-10-50-10 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification for
disclosures about fair value of its financial instruments. Paragraph 820-10-35-37 establishes a framework for measuring fair value in accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America (U.S. GAAP), and expands disclosures about fair value measurements. To increase consistency and
comparability in fair value measurements and related disclosures, Paragraph 820-10-35-37 establishes a fair value hierarchy which prioritizes the inputs to
valuation techniques used to measure fair value into three (3) broad levels. The three (3) levels of fair value hierarchy defined by Paragraph 820-10-35-37 are
described below:</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times
New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <table style="WIDTH: 100%; BORDER-COLLAPSE:
collapse; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr> <td style="WIDTH: 10%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICALALIGN: top"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">Level 1</font></div> </td> <td style="WIDTH: 1%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR:
black">&#160;</font></div> </td> <td style="WIDTH: 89%; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">Quoted
market prices available in active markets for identical assets or liabilities as of the reporting date.</font></div> </td> </tr> <tr> <td style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt;
VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> </td> <td style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR:
black">&#160;</font></div> </td> <td style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div>
</td> </tr> <tr> <td style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">Level 2</font></div> </td> <td
style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> </td> <td style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: top">
<div><font style="COLOR: black">Pricing inputs other than quoted prices in active markets included in Level 1, which are either directly or indirectly
observable as of the reporting date.</font></div> </td> </tr> <tr> <td style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <div><font style="COLOR:
black">&#160;</font></div> </td> <td style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> </td> <td style="FONT-SIZE:
10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> </td> </tr> <tr> <td style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICALALIGN: top"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">Level 3</font></div> </td> <td style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;
</font></div> </td> <td style="FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <div><font style="COLOR: black">Pricing inputs that are generally
observable inputs and not corroborated by market data.</font></div> </td> </tr> </table> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font>
</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Financial assets are considered Level 3 when their fair values are determined using pricing models, discounted
cash flow methodologies or similar techniques and at least one significant model assumption or input is unobservable.</font></div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The fair value hierarchy gives the
highest priority to quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities and the lowest priority to unobservable inputs. If the inputs
used to measure the financial assets and liabilities fall within more than one level described above, the categorization is based on the lowest level input that is
significant to the fair value measurement of the instrument.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The carrying amounts of the Company&#8217;s financial assets and liabilities, such as cash, prepaid expenses,
and accrued expenses approximate their fair values because of the short maturity of these instruments.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT:
10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Transactions involving related parties cannot be presumed to be carried
out on an arm's-length basis, as the requisite conditions of competitive, free-market dealings may not exist. Representations about transactions with related
parties, if made, shall not imply that the related party transactions were consummated on terms equivalent to those that prevail in arm's-length transactions
unless such representations can be substantiated.</font></div> </div><table border="0" style="width:100%; table-layout:fixed;" cellspacing="0"
cellpadding="0"><tr><td></td></tr></table> <div style="MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif "> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"></div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black"><i><u>Cash Equivalents</u></i></font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font>
</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The Company considers all highly liquid investments with a maturity of three months or less when purchased
to be cash equivalents.</font></div> </div><table border="0" style="width:100%; table-layout:fixed;" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td></td></tr>
</table> <div style="MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif "> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font

style="COLOR: black"><i><u>Off-Balance-Sheet Credit Exposures</u></i></font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font>
</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Pursuant to FASB ASC paragraph 310-10-50-9 an entity shall disclose a description of the accounting policies
and methodology the entity used to estimate its liability for off-balance-sheet credit exposures and related charges for those credit exposures. Such a
description shall identify the factors that influenced management's judgment (for example, historical losses and existing economic conditions) and a
discussion of risk elements relevant to particular categories of financial instruments.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font>
</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The Company does not have any off-balance-sheet credit exposure to its customers at September 30, 2012 and
2011.</font></div> </div><table border="0" style="width:100%; table-layout:fixed;" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td></td></tr></table> <div
style="MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif "> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black"><i><u>Related
Parties</u></i></font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The Company
follows subtopic 850-10 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification for the identification of related parties and disclosure of related party transactions.
</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times,
Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">Pursuant to Section 850-10-20 the
Related parties include a.&#160;affiliates of the Company (&#8220;Affiliate&#8221; means, with respect to any specified Person, any other Person that,
directly or indirectly through one or more intermediaries, controls, is controlled by or is under common control with such Person, as such terms are used in
and construed under Rule 405 under the Securities Act); b.&#160;entities for which investments in their equity securities would be required, absent the
election of the fair value option under the Fair Value Option Subsection of Section 825&#150;10&#150;15, to be accounted for by the equity method by the
investing entity; c.&#160;trusts for the benefit of employees, such as pension and profit-sharing trusts that are managed by or under the trusteeship of
management; d. principal owners of the Company; e.&#160;management of the Company; f.&#160;other parties with which the Company may deal if one
party controls or can significantly influence the management or operating policies of the other to an extent that one of the transacting parties might be
prevented from fully pursuing its own separate interests; and g.&#160;other parties that can significantly influence the management or operating policies of
the transacting parties or that have an ownership interest in one of the transacting parties and can significantly influence the other to an extent that one or more
of the transacting parties might be prevented from fully pursuing its own separate interests.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times
New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;
</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times,
Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The financial statements shall include disclosures of material related party transactions, other than
compensation arrangements, expense allowances, and other similar items in the ordinary course of business. However, disclosure of transactions that are
eliminated in the preparation of consolidated or combined financial statements is not required in those statements. The disclosures shall include: a.&#160;the
nature of the relationship(s) involved; b. a description of the transactions, including transactions to which no amounts or nominal amounts were ascribed, for
each of the periods for which income statements are presented, and such other information deemed necessary to an understanding of the effects of the
transactions on the financial statements; c.&#160;the dollar amounts of transactions for each of the periods for which income statements are presented and the
effects of any change in the method of establishing the terms from that used in the preceding period; and d. amount due from or to related parties as of the
date of each balance sheet presented and, if not otherwise apparent, the terms and manner of settlement.</font></div> </div><table border="0"
style="width:100%; table-layout:fixed;" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td></td></tr></table> <div style="MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times
New Roman, Times, Serif "> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT:
10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black"><i><u>Commitment and Contingencies</u></i></font></div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The Company follows subtopic
450-20 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification to report accounting for contingencies. Certain conditions may exist as of the date the consolidated
financial statements are issued, which may result in a loss to the Company but which will only be resolved when one or more future events occur or fail to
occur. The Company assesses such contingent liabilities, and such assessment inherently involves an exercise of judgment. In assessing loss contingencies
related to legal proceedings that are pending against the Company or unasserted claims that may result in such proceedings, the Company evaluates the
perceived merits of any legal proceedings or unasserted claims as well as the perceived merits of the amount of relief sought or expected to be sought therein.
</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times,
Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">If the assessment of a contingency
indicates that it is probable that a material loss has been incurred and the amount of the liability can be estimated, then the estimated liability would be
accrued in the Company&#8217;s consolidated financial statements. If the assessment indicates that a potentially material loss contingency is not probable
but is reasonably possible, or is probable but cannot be estimated, then the nature of the contingent liability, and an estimate of the range of possible losses, if
determinable and material, would be disclosed.</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN:
0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font
style="COLOR: black">Loss contingencies considered remote are generally not disclosed unless they involve guarantees, in which case the guarantees would
be disclosed.</font></div> </div><table border="0" style="width:100%; table-layout:fixed;" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td></td></tr></table>
<div style="MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif "> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;TEXT-INDENT: 0in; MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black"><i><u>Revenue Recognition</u></i></font></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New

Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">&#160;</font>
</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify"><font style="COLOR: black">The Company follows paragraph 605-10-S99-1 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification for revenue
recognition. The Company will recognize revenue when it is realized or realizable and earned. The Company considers revenue realized or realizable and
earned when all of the following criteria are met: (i) persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists, (ii) the product has been shipped or the services have been
rendered to the customer, (iii) the sales price is fixed or determinable, and (iv) collectability is reasonably assured.</font></div> </div><table border="0"
style="width:100%; table-layout:fixed;" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td></td></tr></table> <div style="MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times
New Roman, Times, Serif "> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt
Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><i><u>Deferred Tax Assets and Income Tax Provision</u></i></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">The Company accounts for income taxes under Section 740-10-30 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification, which requires
recognition of deferred tax assets and liabilities for the expected future tax consequences of events that have been included in the financial statements or tax
returns. Under this method, deferred tax assets and liabilities are based on the differences between the financial statement and tax bases of assets and
liabilities using enacted tax rates in effect for the fiscal year in which the differences are expected to reverse. Deferred tax assets are reduced by a valuation
allowance to the extent management concludes it is more likely than not that the assets will not be realized. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured
using enacted tax rates expected to apply to taxable income in the fiscal years in which those temporary differences are expected to be recovered or settled.
The effect on deferred tax assets and liabilities of a change in tax rates is recognized in the Statements of Income and Comprehensive Income in the period
that includes the enactment date.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times
New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px;
FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">The Company adopted section 740-10-25 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification
(&#8220;Section 740-10-25&#8221;) with regards to uncertainty income taxes. Section 740-10-25 addresses the determination of whether tax benefits
claimed or expected to be claimed on a tax return should be recorded in the financial statements. Under Section 740-10-25, the Company may recognize the
tax benefit from an uncertain tax position only if it is more likely than not that the tax position will be sustained on examination by the taxing authorities,
based on the technical merits of the position. The tax benefits recognized in the financial statements from such a position should be measured based on the
largest benefit that has a greater than fifty percent (50%) likelihood of being realized upon ultimate settlement. Section 740-10-25 also provides guidance on
de-recognition, classification, interest and penalties on income taxes, accounting in interim periods and requires increased disclosures.</div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">The estimated future tax effects of temporary differences between the tax basis of assets and liabilities are reported in
the accompanying balance sheets, as well as tax credit carry-backs and carry-forwards. The Company periodically reviews the recoverability of deferred tax
assets recorded on its balance sheets and provides valuation allowances as management deems necessary.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">Management makes judgments as to the interpretation of the tax laws that might be challenged upon an audit and cause changes to previous
estimates of tax liability. In addition, the Company operates within multiple taxing jurisdictions and is subject to audit in these jurisdictions. In
management&#8217;s opinion, adequate provisions for income taxes have been made for all years. If actual taxable income by tax jurisdiction varies from
estimates, additional allowances or reversals of reserves may be necessary.</div> </div><table border="0" style="width:100%; table-layout:fixed;"
cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td></td></tr></table><div style="MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif ">&#160;
</div><div style="MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif "> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><i><u>Tax years that remain subject to
examination by major tax jurisdictions</u></i></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;TEXT-INDENT:
0.5in; MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><i>&#160;</i></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">The Company
discloses tax years that remain subject to examination by major tax jurisdictions pursuant to the ASC Paragraph 740-10-50-15.</div> </div><table
border="0" style="width:100%; table-layout:fixed;" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td></td></tr></table> <div style="MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT:
10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif "> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt
Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px;
FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><i><u>Earnings per Share</u></i></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times
New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">Earnings per share
("EPS") is the amount of earnings attributable to each share of common stock. For convenience, the term is used to refer to either earnings or loss per share.
EPS is computed pursuant to section 260-10-45 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification. Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs 260-10-45-10 through
260-10-45-16 Basic EPS shall be computed by dividing income available to common stockholders (the numerator) by the weighted-average number of
common shares outstanding (the denominator) during the period. Income available to common stockholders shall be computed by deducting both the
dividends declared in the period on preferred stock (whether or not paid) and the dividends accumulated for the period on cumulative preferred stock (whether
or not earned) from income from continuing operations (if that amount appears in the income statement) and also from net income. The computation of
diluted EPS is similar to the computation of basic EPS except that the denominator is increased to include the number of additional common shares that
would have been outstanding if the dilutive potential common shares had been issued during the period to reflect the potential dilution that could occur from
common shares issuable through contingent shares issuance arrangement, stock options or warrants.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times
New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">Pursuant to ASC
Paragraphs 260-10-45-45-21 through 260-10-45-45-23 Diluted EPS shall be based on the most advantageous conversion rate or exercise price from the
standpoint of the security holder. The dilutive effect of outstanding call options and warrants (and their equivalents) issued by the reporting entity shall be
reflected in diluted EPS by application of the treasury stock method unless the provisions of paragraphs 260-10-45-35 through 45-36 and 260-10-55-8
through 55-11 require that another method be applied. Equivalents of options and warrants include non-vested stock granted to employees, stock purchase
contracts, and partially paid stock subscriptions (see paragraph 260&#150;10&#150;55&#150;23). Anti-dilutive contracts, such as purchased put options and

purchased call options, shall be excluded from diluted EPS. Under the treasury stock method: a.&#160;Exercise of options and warrants shall be assumed at
the beginning of the period (or at time of issuance, if later) and common shares shall be assumed to be issued. b.&#160;The proceeds from exercise shall be
assumed to be used to purchase common stock at the average market price during the period. (See paragraphs 260-10-45-29 and 260-10-55-4 through 55-5.)
c.&#160;The incremental shares (the difference between the number of shares assumed issued and the number of shares assumed purchased) shall be included
in the denominator of the diluted EPS computation.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px;
FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">There were no potentially dilutive common shares outstanding for the
reporting period ended September 30, 2012 and 2011.</div> </div><table border="0" style="width:100%; table-layout:fixed;" cellspacing="0"
cellpadding="0"><tr><td></td></tr></table> <div style="MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif "> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"></div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">
<i><u>Cash Flows Reporting</u></i></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt
Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">The Company adopted paragraph 230-10-45-24 of the FASB Accounting
Standards Codification for cash flows reporting, classifies cash receipts and payments according to whether they stem from operating, investing, or financing
activities and provides definitions of each category, and uses the indirect or reconciliation method (&#8220;Indirect method&#8221;) as defined by paragraph
230-10-45-25 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification to report net cash flow from operating activities by adjusting net income to reconcile it to net
cash flow from operating activities by removing the effects of (a) all deferrals of past operating cash receipts and payments and all accruals of expected future
operating cash receipts and payments and (b) all items that are included in net income that do not affect operating cash receipts and
payments.&#160;&#160;The Company reports the reporting currency equivalent of foreign currency cash flows, using the current exchange rate at the time
of the cash flows and the effect of exchange rate changes on cash held in foreign currencies is reported as a separate item in the reconciliation of beginning
and ending balances of cash and cash equivalents and separately provides information about investing and financing activities not resulting in cash receipts or
payments in the period pursuant to paragraph 830-230-45-1 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification.</div> </div><table border="0"
style="width:100%; table-layout:fixed;" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td></td></tr></table> <div style="MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times
New Roman, Times, Serif "> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt
Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><i><u>Subsequent Events</u></i></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">The Company follows
the guidance in Section 855-10-50 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification for the disclosure of subsequent events. The Company will evaluate
subsequent events through the date when the&#160;financial statements were issued.&#160;&#160;Pursuant to ASU 2010-09 of the FASB Accounting
Standards Codification, the Company as an SEC filer considers its financial statements issued when they are widely distributed to users, such as through filing
them on EDGAR.</div> </div><table border="0" style="width:100%; table-layout:fixed;" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td></td></tr></table>
<div style="MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif "> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><i><u>Recently
Issued Accounting Pronouncements</u></i></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT:
10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">In August 2014, the FASB issued the FASB Accounting Standards
Update No. 2014-15 <i>&#8220;Presentation of Financial Statements&#151;Going Concern (Subtopic 205-40): Disclosure of Uncertainties about an
Entity&#8217;s Ability to Continue as a Going Concern&#160;(&#8220;ASU 2014-15&#8221;).</i></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">In connection with preparing financial statements for each annual and interim reporting period, an entity&#8217;s management should
evaluate whether there are conditions or events, considered in the aggregate, that raise substantial doubt about the entity&#8217;s ability to continue as a
going concern within one year after the date that the <i>financial statements are issued</i> (or within one year after the date that the <i>financial statements
are available to be issued</i> when applicable). Management&#8217;s evaluation should be based on relevant conditions and events that are known and
reasonably knowable at the date that the <i>financial statements are issued</i> (or at the date that the <i>financial statements are available to be issued</i>
when applicable). Substantial doubt about an entity&#8217;s ability to continue as a going concern exists when relevant conditions and events, considered in
the aggregate, indicate that it is probable that the entity will be unable to meet its obligations as they become due within one year after the date that the
financial statements are issued (or available to be issued). The term <i>probable</i> is used consistently with its use in Topic 450, Contingencies.</div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">When management identifies conditions or events that raise substantial doubt about an entity&#8217;s ability to
continue as a going concern, management should consider whether its plans that are intended to mitigate those relevant conditions or events will alleviate the
substantial doubt. The mitigating effect of management&#8217;s plans should be considered only to the extent that (1) it is probable that the plans will be
effectively implemented and, if so, (2) it is probable that the plans will mitigate the conditions or events that raise substantial doubt about the entity&#8217;s
ability to continue as a going concern.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt
Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">If conditions or events raise substantial doubt about an entity&#8217;s
ability to continue as a going concern, but the substantial doubt is alleviated as a result of consideration of management&#8217;s plans, the entity should
disclose information that enables users of the financial statements to understand all of the following (or refer to similar information disclosed elsewhere in the
footnotes):</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times,
Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <table style="MARGIN-TOP: 0px; WIDTH: 100%; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif; MARGINBOTTOM: 0px" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="WIDTH: 5%"></td> <td style="WIDTH: 5%">
<div>a.</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 90%"> <div>Principal conditions or events that raised substantial doubt about the
entity&#8217;s ability to continue as a going concern (before consideration of management&#8217;s plans)</div> </td> </tr> </table> <table
style="MARGIN-TOP: 0px; WIDTH: 100%; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0">

<tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="WIDTH: 5%"></td> <td style="WIDTH: 5%"> <div>b.</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify;
WIDTH: 90%"> <div>Management&#8217;s evaluation of the significance of those conditions or events in relation to the entity&#8217;s ability to meet its
obligations</div> </td> </tr> </table> <table style="MARGIN-TOP: 0px; WIDTH: 100%; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif; MARGINBOTTOM: 0px" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="WIDTH: 5%"></td> <td style="WIDTH: 5%">
<div>c.</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 90%"> <div>Management&#8217;s plans that alleviated substantial doubt about the
entity&#8217;s ability to continue as a going concern.</div> </td> </tr> </table> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">If conditions or events
raise substantial doubt about an entity&#8217;s ability to continue as a going concern, and substantial doubt is not alleviated after consideration of
management&#8217;s plans, an entity should include a statement in the footnotes indicating that there is <i>substantial doubt about the entity&#8217;s
ability to continue as a going concern</i> within one year after the date that the financial statements are issued (or available to be issued). Additionally, the
entity should disclose information that enables users of the financial statements to understand all of the following:</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <table
style="MARGIN-TOP: 0px; WIDTH: 100%; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0">
<tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="WIDTH: 5%"></td> <td style="WIDTH: 5%"> <div>a.</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify;
WIDTH: 90%"> <div>Principal conditions or events that raise substantial doubt about the entity&#8217;s ability to continue as a going concern</div> </td>
</tr> </table> <table style="MARGIN-TOP: 0px; WIDTH: 100%; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px"
cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="WIDTH: 5%"></td> <td style="WIDTH: 5%"> <div>b.</div> </td> <td
style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 90%"> <div>Management&#8217;s evaluation of the significance of those conditions or events in relation to the
entity&#8217;s ability to meet its obligations</div> </td> </tr> </table> <table style="MARGIN-TOP: 0px; WIDTH: 100%; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="WIDTH: 5%"></td>
<td style="WIDTH: 5%"> <div>c.</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify; WIDTH: 90%"> <div>Management&#8217;s plans that are intended to
mitigate the conditions or events that raise substantial doubt about the entity&#8217;s ability to continue as a going concern.</div> </td> </tr> </table> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">The amendments in this Update are effective for the annual period ending after December 15, 2016, and for annual
periods and interim periods thereafter. Early application is permitted.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">Management does not believe that any other
recently issued, but not yet effective accounting pronouncements, when adopted, will have a material effect on the accompanying financial statements.</div>
<font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"></font> </div><table border="0" style="width:100%; table-layout:fixed;"
cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td></td></tr></table> <div style="MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif "> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">
<b>Note 3 &#150; Going Concern</b></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt
Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">The Company has elected to adopt early application of Accounting
Standards Update No. 2014-15, <i>&#8220;Presentation of Financial Statements&#151;Going Concern (Subtopic 205-40): Disclosure of Uncertainties about
an Entity&#8217;s Ability to Continue as a Going Concern (&#8220;ASU 2014-15&#8221;)</i>.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times
New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">The
Company&#8217;s consolidated financial statements have been prepared assuming that it will continue as a going concern, which contemplates continuity of
operations, realization of assets, and liquidation of liabilities in the normal course of business.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">As reflected in the
consolidated financial statements, the Company had an accumulated deficit at September 30, 2012, a net loss and net cash used in operating activities for the
reporting period then ended. These factors raise substantial doubt about the Company&#8217;s ability to continue as a going concern.</div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">The Company is attempting to further implement its business plan and generate sufficient revenue; however, the
Company&#8217;s cash position may not be sufficient to support its daily operations. While the Company believes in the viability of its strategy to further
implement its business plan and generate sufficient revenue and in its ability to raise additional funds by way of a public or private offering, there can be no
assurances to that effect. The ability of the Company to continue as a going concern is dependent upon its ability to further implement its business plan and
generate sufficient revenue and its ability to raise additional funds by way of a public or private offering.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">The consolidated financial statements do not include any adjustments related to the recoverability and classification of recorded asset amounts
or the amounts and classification of liabilities that might be necessary should the Company be unable to continue as a going concern.</div> </div><table
border="0" style="width:100%; table-layout:fixed;" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td></td></tr></table> <div style="MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT:
10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif "> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt
Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><b>Note 4 &#150; Intangible Assets</b></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"> On February 25, 2009, the Company
was granted an exclusive, worldwide, transferable, perpetual license (License) to use certain proprietary technology for the processing of lithium for use in
batteries and other fields. A patent application relating to the licensed technology is pending.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"> &#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times
New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">In exchange for the License, the Company:
</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;TEXT-INDENT: 0.5in; MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px;

FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">(1) issued <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">
1,000,000</font> shares of common stock of the Company;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;TEXTINDENT: 0.5in; MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">(2) issued an
additional <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> 2,000,000</font> shares of common stock of the Company which
are restricted and subject to forfeiture if there has not been at least $<font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE:
10pt">1,000,000</font> in total commercial sales of licenses products within three years (Threshold);</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;TEXT-INDENT: 0.5in; MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">(3) will pay royalties of $<font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">1.00</font> per
kilogram, of lithium products manufactured and sold, payable quarterly;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;TEXT-INDENT: 0.5in; MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">(4) will pay a royalty
of $<font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">.01</font> per kilogram, of excess products manufactured and sold,
payable quarterly; and</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px;
FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">(5) will grant options to purchase up to a total of <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New
Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> 19</font>% (inclusive of previously issued shares) of the issued and outstanding shares of the Company upon the
issuance of any additional shares after the date of the License. These options are exercisable at the same prices as the shares sold or values received for five
years from each grant date. These grants are only issuable if the Threshold is met.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;TEXT-INDENT: 0.5in; MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">Upon a transfer of the entire License, the Company shall pay the licensor a fee equal to <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New
Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> 19</font>% of all compensation received on the transfer.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;TEXT-INDENT: 0.5in; MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">The License has been recorded at its fair value of $<font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE:
10pt">250,000</font> based on management&#8217;s projected net cash flows to be realized from sales of products under the License.</div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;TEXT-INDENT: 0.5in; MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times,
Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times
New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">Pursuant to the terms of the License Agreement, the additional <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New
Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> 2,000,000</font> shares of the Company&#8217;s common stock, which were issued, are subject to forfeiture if there has
not been at least $<font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">1,000,000</font> in total commercial sales of licenses
products by February 25, 2012.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;TEXT-INDENT: 0.5in; MARGIN:
0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">As of February 25, 2012, commercial sales of the
licensed products have not commenced.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;TEXT-INDENT: 0.5in;
MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">As of December 31, 2011, the Company has
evaluated the fair value of the Technology License intangible asset and has determined that it is in excess of the carrying value based on the estimated net
discounted cash flows anticipated from the sale of the process under the licensing agreement. The Company recorded an impairment of $<font style="FONTFAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">250,000</font> at December 31, 2011.</div> </div><table border="0" style="width:100%; tablelayout:fixed;" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td></td></tr></table> 0.19 0.19 1000000 2000000 2000000 1000000 1000000 1.00 1 250000 250000
126000 3000 123000 300000 -432419 -432419 -7983 278210 7788103 -69383 -8264735 278210 7788103 -69383 -8272718 27821030 798918 27821030
798918 <div style="MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif "> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><b>Note 5 &#150; Related Party Transactions</b>
</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><i><u>Advances from Stockholders</u></i></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">From time to time,
stockholders of the Company advance funds to the Company for working capital purpose. Those advances are unsecured, non-interest bearing and due on
demand.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times,
Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times
New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><i><u>Free Office Space</u></i></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">The Company has
been provided office space by its Chief Executive Officer at no cost. The management determined that such cost is nominal and did not recognize the rent
expense in its financial statements.</div> </div><table border="0" style="width:100%; table-layout:fixed;" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td>
</td></tr></table> <div style="MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif "> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><b>Note 6 &#150; Stockholders&#8217; Equity
(Deficit)</b></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman,
Times, Serif"> &#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New
Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><i><u>Shares Authorized</u></i></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">Upon formation the total number of shares of all
classes of stock which the Company shall have authority to issue is eighteen million (18,000,000), consisting of fifteen million (15,000,000) shares of
common stock, par value one cent ($<font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">0.01</font>) per share (the "Common

Stock"), one million (1,000,000) shares of Class B common stock, par value one cent ($<font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif';
FONT-SIZE: 10pt">0.01</font>) per share (the "Class B Common Stock") and two million (2,000,000) shares of preferred stock, par value one cent ($<font
style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">0.01</font>) per share (the "Preferred Stock").</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif"
align="justify">On June 9, 2008, the Company filed a Certificate of Amendment to the Certificate of Incorporation and changed its total number of shares of
all classes of stock which the Company is authorized to issue is Thirty Eight Million (38,000,000) shares of which Two Million (2,000,000) shares shall be
Preferred Stock, par value $<font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">0.01</font> per share, One Million (1,000,000)
shares shall be Class B Common Stock, no par value, and Thirty Five Million (35,000,000) shares shall be Common Stock, par value $<font style="FONTFAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">0.01</font> per share.</div> </div><table border="0" style="width:100%; table-layout:fixed;"
cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"><tr><td></td></tr></table> 18000000 38000000 15000000 1000000 1000000 35000000 0.01 0.01 0.01 2000000 2000000
0.01 0.01 <div style="MARGIN: 0pt 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif "> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;TEXT-INDENT: 0in; MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">Note 7 &#150; Subsequent
Events</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times,
Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times
New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt
Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">The Company has evaluated all events that occurred after the balance sheet date through the date when the
financial statements were issued to determine if they must be reported. The Management of the Company determined that the following reportable subsequent
event(s) needed to be disclosed as followed:</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT:
10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><i><u>Share issuances:</u></i></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><i>&#160;</i></div>
<table style="BORDER-BOTTOM: 0px solid; BORDER-LEFT: 0px solid; MARGIN-TOP: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif; MARGINBOTTOM: 0px; BORDER-TOP: 0px solid; BORDER-RIGHT: 0px solid" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0" width="100%"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN:
top"> <td style="WIDTH: 0.25in"></td> <td style="WIDTH: 0.25in"> <div>-</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify"> <div>On December 14,
2012, the Company sold <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> 444,444</font> shares of common stock at $<font
style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">0.0225</font> per share or $<font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New
Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">10,000</font> in aggregate.</div> </td> </tr> </table> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px 0px 0px 0.5in; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <table
style="BORDER-BOTTOM: 0px solid; BORDER-LEFT: 0px solid; MARGIN-TOP: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif; MARGINBOTTOM: 0px; BORDER-TOP: 0px solid; BORDER-RIGHT: 0px solid" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0" width="100%"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN:
top"> <td style="WIDTH: 0.25in"></td> <td style="WIDTH: 0.25in"> <div>-</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: justify"> <div>On January 15, 2013,
the Company sold <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> 684,930</font> shares of common stock at $<font
style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">0.0365</font> per share or $<font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New
Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">25,000</font> in aggregate.</div> </td> </tr> </table> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <table style="BORDER-BOTTOM:
0px solid; BORDER-LEFT: 0px solid; MARGIN-TOP: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px; BORDER-TOP: 0px
solid; BORDER-RIGHT: 0px solid" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0" width="100%"> <tr style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top"> <td style="WIDTH:
0.25in"></td> <td style="WIDTH: 0.25in"> <div>-</div> </td> <td> <div>On May 8, 2014, the Company issued <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New
Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> 869,565</font> shares of its common stock in lieu of payment of $<font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New
Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">50,000</font> of the loan payable &#150; stockholder/officer.</div> </td> </tr> </table> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">
<i><u>Formation of Majority-Owned Subsidiary:</u></i></div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE:
10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">On September 17, 2014, the Company formed
Clean Lithium Corporation under the laws of the State of New York as a wholly owned subsidiary with a nominal share capital of $<font style="FONTFAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">100,000</font>.</div> <div style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New
Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">On October 13, 2014,
the Company sold <font style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> 150,000</font> shares (<font style="FONT-FAMILY:
'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">1.5</font>%) in the capital of Clean Lithium Corporation to Sukvinder Sokhi, an investor, for $<font
style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">150,000</font>.</div> &#160;</div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify"><i><u><font
style="FONT-FAMILY: 'Times New Roman','serif'; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> </font>Stock Option Issuances:</u></i></div> <div style="CLEAR:both;
FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;MARGIN: 0px; FONT: 10pt Times New Roman, Times, Serif" align="justify">&#160;</div> <div
style="CLEAR:both; FONT-FAMILY:Times New Roman;FONT-SIZE: 10pt;TEXT-ALIGN:Left; TEXT-INDENT: 0in; WIDTH: 100%"> <table
style="BORDER-BOTTOM: 0px solid; BORDER-LEFT: 0px solid; MARGIN: 0in; WIDTH: 95%; BORDER-COLLAPSE: collapse; OVERFLOW: visible;
BORDER-TOP: 0px solid; BORDER-RIGHT: 0px solid" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0" align="left"> <tr style="HEIGHT: 12px"> <td style="TEXTALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom;
FONT-WEIGHT: 700" width="83%"> <div>Stock Option Shares</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY:
times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div>
</td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: right; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt;
VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="10%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal;
FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%">
<div>&#160;</div> </td> </tr> <tr style="HEIGHT: 12px"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman;
BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="83%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td
style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN:

middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: right; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times
new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="10%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td>
<td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICALALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> </tr> <tr style="HEIGHT: 12px"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left;
FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT:
400" width="83%"> <div>Stock options issued in February 20, 2013 to the third party for legal services with an exercise price of $0.10 per share expiring
five (5) years from the date of issuance</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman;
BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td
style="TEXT-ALIGN: right; FONT-STYLE: normal; PADDING-RIGHT: 5px; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE:
10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="10%"> <div>150,000</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE:
normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400"
width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> </tr> <tr style="HEIGHT: 12px"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times
new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="83%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td>
<td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICALALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: right; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY:
times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="10%"> <div>&#160;</div>
</td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICALALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> </tr> <tr style="HEIGHT: 12px"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left;
FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom; FONT-WEIGHT:
400" width="83%"> <div>Stock options issued in February 20, 2013 to the officer for his services with an exercise price of $0.10 per share expiring five (5)
years from the date of issuance</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND:
#cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: right;
FONT-STYLE: normal; PADDING-RIGHT: 5px; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN:
bottom; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="10%"> <div>250,000</div> </td> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times
new roman; BACKGROUND: #cceeff; FONT-SIZE: 10pt; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; FONT-WEIGHT: 400" width="1%"> <div>&#160;</div> </td>
</tr> <tr style="HEIGHT: 12px"> <td style="TEXT-ALIGN: left; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: times new roman; BACKGROUND: #ffffff;
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base initial accruals of compensation cost on the estimated number of instruments for which the requisite service is expected to be rendered. That estimate
shall be revised if subsequent information indicates that the actual number of instruments is likely to differ from previous estimates. The cumulative effect on
current and prior periods of a change in the estimated number of instruments for which the requisite service is expected to be or has been rendered shall be
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Note 2 - Significant and Critical Accounting Policies and Practices
The Management of the Company is responsible for the selection and use of appropriate accounting policies and the
appropriateness of accounting policies and their application. Critical accounting policies and practices are those that are
both most important to the portrayal of the Company’s financial condition and results and require management’s most
difficult, subjective, or complex judgments, often as a result of the need to make estimates about the effects of matters
that are inherently uncertain. The Company’s significant and critical accounting policies and practices are disclosed
below as required by generally accepted accounting principles.
Basis of Presentation – Unaudited Interim Financial Information
The accompanying unaudited interim financial statements and related notes have been prepared in accordance with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America (“U.S. GAAP”) for the interim financial
information, and with the rules and regulations of the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) to
Form 10-Q and Article 8 of Regulation S-X. Accordingly, they do not include all of the information and footnotes
required by U.S. GAAP for complete financial statements. The unaudited interim financial statements furnished reflect
all adjustments (consisting of normal recurring accruals) which are, in the opinion of management, necessary to a fair
statement of the results for the interim period presented. Unaudited consolidated interim results are not necessarily
indicative of the results for the full fiscal year. These financial statements should be read in conjunction with the
financial statements of the Company for the year ended December 31, 2011 and notes thereto contained in the
information filed as part of the Company’s Form 10-K, which was filed on April 16, 2012.
Use of Estimates and Assumptions and Critical Accounting Estimates and Assumptions
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States of America requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets
and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date(s) of the financial statements and the
reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period(s).
Critical accounting estimates are estimates for which (a) the nature of the estimate is material due to the levels of
subjectivity and judgment necessary to account for highly uncertain matters or the susceptibility of such matters to
change and (b) the impact of the estimate on financial condition or operating performance is material. The Company’s
critical accounting estimates and assumptions affecting the financial statements were:
(i) Assumption as a going concern: Management assumes that the Company will continue as a going concern,
which contemplates continuity of operations, realization of assets, and liquidation of liabilities in the normal
course of business.
(ii) Valuation allowance for deferred tax assets: Management assumes that the realization of the Company’s net
deferred tax assets resulting from its net operating loss (“NOL”) carry–forwards for Federal income tax
purposes that may be offset against future taxable income was not considered more likely than not and
accordingly, the potential tax benefits of the net loss carry-forwards are offset by a full valuation allowance.
Management made this assumption based on (a) the Company has incurred recurring losses, (b) general
economic conditions, and (c) its ability to raise additional funds to support its daily operations by way of a
public or private offering, among other factors.
(iii) Estimates and assumptions used in valuation of equity instruments: Management estimates expected term of
share options and similar instruments, expected volatility of the Company’s common shares and the method
used to estimate it, expected annual rate of quarterly dividends, and risk free rate(s) to value share options and
similar instruments.
These significant accounting estimates or assumptions bear the risk of change due to the fact that there are uncertainties
attached to these estimates or assumptions, and certain estimates or assumptions are difficult to measure or value.
Management bases its estimates on historical experience and on various assumptions that are believed to be reasonable
in relation to the financial statements taken as a whole under the circumstances, the results of which form the basis for
making judgments about the carrying values of assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent from other sources.
Management regularly evaluates the key factors and assumptions used to develop the estimates utilizing currently
available information, changes in facts and circumstances, historical experience and reasonable assumptions. After

such evaluations, if deemed appropriate, those estimates are adjusted accordingly.
Actual results could differ from those estimates.
Principles of Consolidation
The Company applies the guidance of Topic 810 “Consolidation” of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification to
determine whether and how to consolidate another entity. Pursuant to ASC Paragraph 810-10-15-10 all majority-owned
subsidiaries—all entities in which a parent has a controlling financial interest—shall be consolidated except (1) when
control does not rest with the parent, the majority owner; (2) if the parent is a broker-dealer within the scope of Topic
940 and control is likely to be temporary; (3) consolidation by an investment company within the scope of Topic 946 of
a non-investment-company investee. Pursuant to ASC Paragraph 810-10-15-8, the usual condition for a controlling
financial interest is ownership of a majority voting interest, and, therefore, as a general rule ownership by one reporting
entity, directly or indirectly, of more than 50 percent of the outstanding voting shares of another entity is a condition
pointing toward consolidation. The power to control may also exist with a lesser percentage of ownership, for example,
by contract, lease, agreement with other stockholders, or by court decree. The Company consolidates all less-thanmajority-owned subsidiaries, if any, in which the parent’s power to control exists.
The consolidated financial statements include all accounts of the entities as of the reporting period ending date(s) and
for the reporting period(s) as follows:
State or other jurisdiction of
Name of consolidated subsidiary incorporation or
Date of incorporation or formation Attributable
or entity
organization
(date of acquisition, if applicable) interest
Avenue Pictures, Inc.

Delaware

April 28, 1992 (September 30, 1996)

100 %

Wombat Productions, Inc.

Delaware

March 7, 1997

100 %

The consolidated financial statements include all accounts of the Company and its inactive consolidated subsidiaries as
of the reporting period ending date.
All inter-company balances and transactions have been eliminated.
Fair Value of Financial Instruments
The Company follows paragraph 820-10-35-37 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification (“Paragraph
820-10-35-37”) to measure the fair value of its financial instruments and paragraph 825-10-50-10 of the FASB
Accounting Standards Codification for disclosures about fair value of its financial instruments. Paragraph
820-10-35-37 establishes a framework for measuring fair value in accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America (U.S. GAAP), and expands disclosures about fair value measurements. To increase
consistency and comparability in fair value measurements and related disclosures, Paragraph 820-10-35-37 establishes
a fair value hierarchy which prioritizes the inputs to valuation techniques used to measure fair value into three (3)
broad levels. The three (3) levels of fair value hierarchy defined by Paragraph 820-10-35-37 are described below:
Level 1

Quoted market prices available in active markets for identical assets or liabilities as of the reporting date.

Level 2

Pricing inputs other than quoted prices in active markets included in Level 1, which are either directly or
indirectly observable as of the reporting date.

Level 3

Pricing inputs that are generally observable inputs and not corroborated by market data.

Financial assets are considered Level 3 when their fair values are determined using pricing models, discounted cash
flow methodologies or similar techniques and at least one significant model assumption or input is unobservable.
The fair value hierarchy gives the highest priority to quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or
liabilities and the lowest priority to unobservable inputs. If the inputs used to measure the financial assets and liabilities
fall within more than one level described above, the categorization is based on the lowest level input that is significant
to the fair value measurement of the instrument.
The carrying amounts of the Company’s financial assets and liabilities, such as cash, prepaid expenses, and accrued
expenses approximate their fair values because of the short maturity of these instruments.
Transactions involving related parties cannot be presumed to be carried out on an arm's-length basis, as the requisite
conditions of competitive, free-market dealings may not exist. Representations about transactions with related parties,
if made, shall not imply that the related party transactions were consummated on terms equivalent to those that prevail
in arm's-length transactions unless such representations can be substantiated.

Cash Equivalents
The Company considers all highly liquid investments with a maturity of three months or less when purchased to be
cash equivalents.
Off-Balance-Sheet Credit Exposures
Pursuant to FASB ASC paragraph 310-10-50-9 an entity shall disclose a description of the accounting policies and
methodology the entity used to estimate its liability for off-balance-sheet credit exposures and related charges for those
credit exposures. Such a description shall identify the factors that influenced management's judgment (for example,
historical losses and existing economic conditions) and a discussion of risk elements relevant to particular categories of
financial instruments.
The Company does not have any off-balance-sheet credit exposure to its customers at September 30, 2012 and 2011.
Related Parties
The Company follows subtopic 850-10 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification for the identification of related
parties and disclosure of related party transactions.
Pursuant to Section 850-10-20 the Related parties include a. affiliates of the Company (“Affiliate” means, with respect
to any specified Person, any other Person that, directly or indirectly through one or more intermediaries, controls, is
controlled by or is under common control with such Person, as such terms are used in and construed under Rule 405
under the Securities Act); b. entities for which investments in their equity securities would be required, absent the
election of the fair value option under the Fair Value Option Subsection of Section 825–10–15, to be accounted for by
the equity method by the investing entity; c. trusts for the benefit of employees, such as pension and profit-sharing
trusts that are managed by or under the trusteeship of management; d. principal owners of the Company;
e. management of the Company; f. other parties with which the Company may deal if one party controls or can
significantly influence the management or operating policies of the other to an extent that one of the transacting parties
might be prevented from fully pursuing its own separate interests; and g. other parties that can significantly influence
the management or operating policies of the transacting parties or that have an ownership interest in one of the
transacting parties and can significantly influence the other to an extent that one or more of the transacting parties
might be prevented from fully pursuing its own separate interests.
The financial statements shall include disclosures of material related party transactions, other than compensation
arrangements, expense allowances, and other similar items in the ordinary course of business. However, disclosure of
transactions that are eliminated in the preparation of consolidated or combined financial statements is not required in
those statements. The disclosures shall include: a. the nature of the relationship(s) involved; b. a description of the
transactions, including transactions to which no amounts or nominal amounts were ascribed, for each of the periods for
which income statements are presented, and such other information deemed necessary to an understanding of the
effects of the transactions on the financial statements; c. the dollar amounts of transactions for each of the periods for
which income statements are presented and the effects of any change in the method of establishing the terms from that
used in the preceding period; and d. amount due from or to related parties as of the date of each balance sheet presented
and, if not otherwise apparent, the terms and manner of settlement.
Commitment and Contingencies
The Company follows subtopic 450-20 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification to report accounting for
contingencies. Certain conditions may exist as of the date the consolidated financial statements are issued, which may
result in a loss to the Company but which will only be resolved when one or more future events occur or fail to occur.
The Company assesses such contingent liabilities, and such assessment inherently involves an exercise of judgment. In
assessing loss contingencies related to legal proceedings that are pending against the Company or unasserted claims
that may result in such proceedings, the Company evaluates the perceived merits of any legal proceedings or
unasserted claims as well as the perceived merits of the amount of relief sought or expected to be sought therein.
If the assessment of a contingency indicates that it is probable that a material loss has been incurred and the amount of
the liability can be estimated, then the estimated liability would be accrued in the Company’s consolidated financial
statements. If the assessment indicates that a potentially material loss contingency is not probable but is reasonably
possible, or is probable but cannot be estimated, then the nature of the contingent liability, and an estimate of the range
of possible losses, if determinable and material, would be disclosed.
Loss contingencies considered remote are generally not disclosed unless they involve guarantees, in which case the
guarantees would be disclosed.
Revenue Recognition

The Company follows paragraph 605-10-S99-1 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification for revenue
recognition. The Company will recognize revenue when it is realized or realizable and earned. The Company considers
revenue realized or realizable and earned when all of the following criteria are met: (i) persuasive evidence of an
arrangement exists, (ii) the product has been shipped or the services have been rendered to the customer, (iii) the sales
price is fixed or determinable, and (iv) collectability is reasonably assured.
Stock-Based Compensation for Obtaining Employee Services
The Company accounts for share-based payment transactions issued to employees under the guidance of the Topic 718
Compensation—Stock Compensation of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification (“ASC Topic 718”).
Pursuant to ASC Section 718-10-20 an employee is an individual over whom the grantor of a share-based
compensation award exercises or has the right to exercise sufficient control to establish an employer-employee
relationship based on common law as illustrated in case law and currently under U.S. Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”)
Revenue Ruling 87-41. A non-employee director does not satisfy this definition of employee. Nevertheless,
non-employee directors acting in their role as members of a board of directors are treated as employees if those
directors were elected by the employer’s shareholders or appointed to a board position that will be filled by shareholder
election when the existing term expires. However, that requirement applies only to awards granted to non-employee
directors for their services as directors. Awards granted to non-employee directors for other services shall be accounted
for as awards to non-employees.
Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs 718-10-30-2 and 718-10-30-3 a share-based payment transaction with employees shall be
measured based on the fair value of the equity instruments issued and an entity shall account for the compensation cost
from share-based payment transactions with employees in accordance with the fair value-based method, i.e., the cost of
services received from employees in exchange for awards of share-based compensation generally shall be measured
based on the grant-date fair value of the equity instruments issued or the fair value of the liabilities incurred/settled.
Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs 718-10-30-6 and 718-10-30-9 the measurement objective for equity instruments awarded
to employees is to estimate the fair value at the grant date of the equity instruments that the entity is obligated to issue
when employees have rendered the requisite service and satisfied any other conditions necessary to earn the right to
benefit from the instruments (for example, to exercise share options). That estimate is based on the share price and
other pertinent factors, such as expected volatility, at the grant date. As such, the fair value of an equity share option or
similar instrument shall be estimated using a valuation technique such as an option pricing model. For this purpose, a
similar instrument is one whose fair value differs from its intrinsic value, that is, an instrument that has time value.
If the Company’s common shares are traded in one of the national exchanges the grant-date share price of the
Company’s common stock will be used to measure the fair value of the common shares issued, however, if the
Company’s common shares are thinly traded the use of share prices established in its most recent private placement
memorandum (“PPM”), or weekly or monthly price observations would generally be more appropriate than the use of
daily price observations as such shares could be artificially inflated due to a larger spread between the bid and asked
quotes and lack of consistent trading in the market.
Pursuant to ASC Paragraph 718-10-55-21 if an observable market price is not available for a share option or similar
instrument with the same or similar terms and conditions, an entity shall estimate the fair value of that instrument using
a valuation technique or model that meets the requirements in paragraph 718-10-55-11 and takes into account, at a
minimum, all of the following factors:
a.

The exercise price of the option.

b.

The expected term of the option, taking into account both the contractual term of the option and the effects of
employees’ expected exercise and post-vesting employment termination behavior: The expected life of options
and similar instruments represents the period of time the option and/or warrant are expected to be
outstanding. Pursuant to paragraph 718-10-S99-1, it may be appropriate to use the simplified method, i.e.,
expected term = ((vesting term + original contractual term) / 2), if (i) A company does not have sufficient
historical exercise data to provide a reasonable basis upon which to estimate expected term due to the limited
period of time its equity shares have been publicly traded; (ii) A company significantly changes the terms of its
share option grants or the types of employees that receive share option grants such that its historical exercise
data may no longer provide a reasonable basis upon which to estimate expected term; or (iii) A company has or
expects to have significant structural changes in its business such that its historical exercise data may no longer
provide a reasonable basis upon which to estimate expected term. The Company uses the simplified method to
calculate expected term of share options and similar instruments as the company does not have sufficient
historical exercise data to provide a reasonable basis upon which to estimate expected term.

c.

The current price of the underlying share.

d.

The expected volatility of the price of the underlying share for the expected term of the option. Pursuant to
ASC Paragraph 718-10-55-25 a newly publicly traded entity might base expectations about future volatility on

the average volatilities of similar entities for an appropriate period following their going public. A nonpublic
entity might base its expected volatility on the average volatilities of otherwise similar public entities. For
purposes of identifying otherwise similar entities, an entity would likely consider characteristics such as
industry, stage of life cycle, size, and financial leverage. Because of the effects of diversification that are present
in an industry sector index, the volatility of an index should not be substituted for the average of volatilities of
otherwise similar entities in a fair value measurement. Pursuant to paragraph 718-10-S99-1 if shares of a
company are thinly traded the use of weekly or monthly price observations would generally be more appropriate
than the use of daily price observations as the volatility calculation using daily observations for such shares
could be artificially inflated due to a larger spread between the bid and asked quotes and lack of consistent
trading in the market. The Company uses the average historical volatility of the comparable companies over the
expected term of the share options or similar instruments as its expected volatility.
e.

The expected dividends on the underlying share for the expected term of the option. The expected dividend
yield is based on the Company’s current dividend yield as the best estimate of projected dividend yield for
periods within the expected term of the share options and similar instruments.

f.

The risk-free interest rate(s) for the expected term of the option. Pursuant to ASC 718-10-55-28 a U.S. entity
issuing an option on its own shares must use as the risk-free interest rates the implied yields currently available
from the U.S. Treasury zero-coupon yield curve over the contractual term of the option if the entity is using a
lattice model incorporating the option’s contractual term. If the entity is using a closed-form model, the risk-free
interest rate is the implied yield currently available on U.S. Treasury zero-coupon issues with a remaining term
equal to the expected term used as the assumption in the model.

Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs 718-10-30-11 and 718-10-30-17 a restriction that stems from the forfeitability of
instruments to which employees have not yet earned the right, such as the inability either to exercise a non-vested
equity share option or to sell non-vested shares, is not reflected in estimating the fair value of the related instruments at
the grant date. Instead, those restrictions are taken into account by recognizing compensation cost only for awards for
which employees render the requisite service and a non-vested equity share or non-vested equity share unit awarded to
an employee shall be measured at its fair value as if it were vested and issued on the grant date.
Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs 718-10-35-2 and 718-10-35-3 the compensation cost for an award of share-based
employee compensation classified as equity shall be recognized over the requisite service period, with a corresponding
credit to equity (generally, paid-in capital). The requisite service period is the period during which an employee is
required to provide service in exchange for an award, which often is the vesting period. The total amount of
compensation cost recognized at the end of the requisite service period for an award of share-based compensation shall
be based on the number of instruments for which the requisite service has been rendered (that is, for which the requisite
service period has been completed). An entity shall base initial accruals of compensation cost on the estimated number
of instruments for which the requisite service is expected to be rendered. That estimate shall be revised if subsequent
information indicates that the actual number of instruments is likely to differ from previous estimates. The cumulative
effect on current and prior periods of a change in the estimated number of instruments for which the requisite service is
expected to be or has been rendered shall be recognized in compensation cost in the period of the change. Previously
recognized compensation cost shall not be reversed if an employee share option (or share unit) for which the requisite
service has been rendered expires unexercised (or unconverted).
Under the requirement of ASC Paragraph 718-10-35-8 the Company made a policy decision to recognize
compensation cost for an award with only service conditions that has a graded vesting schedule on a straight-line basis
over the requisite service period for the entire award.
Equity Instruments Issued to Parties Other Than Employees for Acquiring Goods or Services
The Company accounts for equity instruments issued to parties other than employees for acquiring goods or services
under the guidance of Sub-topic 505-50 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification (“Sub-topic 505-50”).
Pursuant to ASC paragraph 505-50-25-7, if fully vested, non-forfeitable equity instruments are issued at the date the
grantor and grantee enter into an agreement for goods or services (no specific performance is required by the grantee to
retain those equity instruments), then, because of the elimination of any obligation on the part of the counterparty to
earn the equity instruments, a measurement date has been reached. A grantor shall recognize the equity instruments
when they are issued (in most cases, when the agreement is entered into). Whether the corresponding cost is an
immediate expense or a prepaid asset (or whether the debit should be characterized as contra-equity under the
requirements of paragraph 505-50-45-1) depends on the specific facts and circumstances. Pursuant to ASC paragraph
505-50-45-1, a grantor may conclude that an asset (other than a note or a receivable) has been received in return for
fully vested, non-forfeitable equity instruments that are issued at the date the grantor and grantee enter into an
agreement for goods or services (and no specific performance is required by the grantee in order to retain those equity
instruments). Such an asset shall not be displayed as contra-equity by the grantor of the equity instruments. The
transferability (or lack thereof) of the equity instruments shall not affect the balance sheet display of the asset. This
guidance is limited to transactions in which equity instruments are transferred to other than employees in exchange for
goods or services.

Pursuant to Paragraphs 505-50-25-8 and 505-50-25-9, an entity may grant fully vested, non-forfeitable equity
instruments that are exercisable by the grantee only after a specified period of time if the terms of the agreement
provide for earlier exercisability if the grantee achieves specified performance conditions. Any measured cost of the
transaction shall be recognized in the same period(s) and in the same manner as if the entity had paid cash for the
goods or services or used cash rebates as a sales discount instead of paying with, or using, the equity instruments. A
recognized asset, expense, or sales discount shall not be reversed if a stock option that the counterparty has the right to
exercise expires unexercised.
Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs 505-50-30-2 and 505-50-30-11 share-based payment transactions with nonemployees
shall be measured at the fair value of the consideration received or the fair value of the equity instruments issued,
whichever is more reliably measurable. The issuer shall measure the fair value of the equity instruments in these
transactions using the stock price and other measurement assumptions as of the earlier of the following dates, referred
to as the measurement date: (a) The date at which a commitment for performance by the counterparty to earn the equity
instruments is reached (a performance commitment); or (b) The date at which the counterparty's performance is
complete. If the Company’s common shares are traded in one of the national exchanges the grant-date share price of
the Company’s common stock will be used to measure the fair value of the common shares issued, however, if the
Company’s common shares are thinly traded the use of share prices established in the Company’s most recent private
placement memorandum (“PPM”), or weekly or monthly price observations would generally be more appropriate than
the use of daily price observations as such shares could be artificially inflated due to a larger spread between the bid
and asked quotes and lack of consistent trading in the market.
Pursuant to ASC Paragraph 718-10-55-21 if an observable market price is not available for a share option or similar
instrument with the same or similar terms and conditions, an entity shall estimate the fair value of that instrument using
a valuation technique or model that meets the requirements in paragraph 718-10-55-11 and takes into account, at a
minimum, all of the following factors:
a.

The exercise price of the option.

b.

The expected term of the option, taking into account both the contractual term of the option and the effects of
employees’ expected exercise and post-vesting employment termination behavior: Pursuant to Paragraph
718-10-50-2(f)(2)(i) of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification the expected term of share options and
similar instruments represents the period of time the options and similar instruments are expected to be
outstanding taking into consideration of the contractual term of the instruments and holder’s expected exercise
behavior into the fair value (or calculated value) of the instruments. The Company uses historical data to
estimate holder’s expected exercise behavior. If the Company is a newly formed corporation or shares of the
Company are thinly traded the contractual term of the share options and similar instruments is used as the
expected term of share options and similar instruments as the Company does not have sufficient historical
exercise data to provide a reasonable basis upon which to estimate expected term.

c.

The current price of the underlying share.

d.

The expected volatility of the price of the underlying share for the expected term of the option. Pursuant to
ASC Paragraph 718-10-55-25 a newly publicly traded entity might base expectations about future volatility on
the average volatilities of similar entities for an appropriate period following their going public. A nonpublic
entity might base its expected volatility on the average volatilities of otherwise similar public entities. For
purposes of identifying otherwise similar entities, an entity would likely consider characteristics such as
industry, stage of life cycle, size, and financial leverage. Because of the effects of diversification that are present
in an industry sector index, the volatility of an index should not be substituted for the average of volatilities of
otherwise similar entities in a fair value measurement. Pursuant to paragraph 718-10-S99-1 if shares of a
company are thinly traded the use of weekly or monthly price observations would generally be more appropriate
than the use of daily price observations as the volatility calculation using daily observations for such shares
could be artificially inflated due to a larger spread between the bid and asked quotes and lack of consistent
trading in the market. The Company uses the average historical volatility of the comparable companies over the
expected term of the share options or similar instruments as its expected volatility.

e.

The expected dividends on the underlying share for the expected term of the option. The expected dividend
yield is based on the Company’s current dividend yield as the best estimate of projected dividend yield for
periods within the expected term of the share options and similar instruments.

f.

The risk-free interest rate(s) for the expected term of the option. Pursuant to ASC 718-10-55-28 a U.S. entity
issuing an option on its own shares must use as the risk-free interest rates the implied yields currently available
from the U.S. Treasury zero-coupon yield curve over the contractual term of the option if the entity is using a
lattice model incorporating the option’s contractual term. If the entity is using a closed-form model, the
risk-free interest rate is the implied yield currently available on U.S. Treasury zero-coupon issues with a
remaining term equal to the expected term used as the assumption in the model.

Pursuant to ASC paragraph 505-50-S99-1, if the Company receives a right to receive future services in exchange for
unvested, forfeitable equity instruments, those equity instruments are treated as unissued for accounting purposes until
the future services are received (that is, the instruments are not considered issued until they vest). Consequently, there
would be no recognition at the measurement date and no entry should be recorded.
Deferred Tax Assets and Income Tax Provision
The Company accounts for income taxes under Section 740-10-30 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification,
which requires recognition of deferred tax assets and liabilities for the expected future tax consequences of events that
have been included in the financial statements or tax returns. Under this method, deferred tax assets and liabilities are
based on the differences between the financial statement and tax bases of assets and liabilities using enacted tax rates in
effect for the fiscal year in which the differences are expected to reverse. Deferred tax assets are reduced by a valuation
allowance to the extent management concludes it is more likely than not that the assets will not be realized. Deferred
tax assets and liabilities are measured using enacted tax rates expected to apply to taxable income in the fiscal years in
which those temporary differences are expected to be recovered or settled. The effect on deferred tax assets and
liabilities of a change in tax rates is recognized in the Statements of Income and Comprehensive Income in the period
that includes the enactment date.
The Company adopted section 740-10-25 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification (“Section 740-10-25”) with
regards to uncertainty income taxes. Section 740-10-25 addresses the determination of whether tax benefits claimed or
expected to be claimed on a tax return should be recorded in the financial statements. Under Section 740-10-25, the
Company may recognize the tax benefit from an uncertain tax position only if it is more likely than not that the tax
position will be sustained on examination by the taxing authorities, based on the technical merits of the position. The
tax benefits recognized in the financial statements from such a position should be measured based on the largest benefit
that has a greater than fifty percent (50%) likelihood of being realized upon ultimate settlement. Section 740-10-25 also
provides guidance on de-recognition, classification, interest and penalties on income taxes, accounting in interim
periods and requires increased disclosures.
The estimated future tax effects of temporary differences between the tax basis of assets and liabilities are reported in
the accompanying balance sheets, as well as tax credit carry-backs and carry-forwards. The Company periodically
reviews the recoverability of deferred tax assets recorded on its balance sheets and provides valuation allowances as
management deems necessary.
Management makes judgments as to the interpretation of the tax laws that might be challenged upon an audit and cause
changes to previous estimates of tax liability. In addition, the Company operates within multiple taxing jurisdictions
and is subject to audit in these jurisdictions. In management’s opinion, adequate provisions for income taxes have been
made for all years. If actual taxable income by tax jurisdiction varies from estimates, additional allowances or reversals
of reserves may be necessary.
Tax years that remain subject to examination by major tax jurisdictions
The Company discloses tax years that remain subject to examination by major tax jurisdictions pursuant to the ASC
Paragraph 740-10-50-15.
Earnings per Share
Earnings per share ("EPS") is the amount of earnings attributable to each share of common stock. For convenience, the
term is used to refer to either earnings or loss per share. EPS is computed pursuant to section 260-10-45 of the FASB
Accounting Standards Codification. Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs 260-10-45-10 through 260-10-45-16 Basic EPS shall
be computed by dividing income available to common stockholders (the numerator) by the weighted-average number
of common shares outstanding (the denominator) during the period. Income available to common stockholders shall be
computed by deducting both the dividends declared in the period on preferred stock (whether or not paid) and the
dividends accumulated for the period on cumulative preferred stock (whether or not earned) from income from
continuing operations (if that amount appears in the income statement) and also from net income. The computation of
diluted EPS is similar to the computation of basic EPS except that the denominator is increased to include the number
of additional common shares that would have been outstanding if the dilutive potential common shares had been issued
during the period to reflect the potential dilution that could occur from common shares issuable through contingent
shares issuance arrangement, stock options or warrants.
Pursuant to ASC Paragraphs 260-10-45-45-21 through 260-10-45-45-23 Diluted EPS shall be based on the most
advantageous conversion rate or exercise price from the standpoint of the security holder. The dilutive effect of
outstanding call options and warrants (and their equivalents) issued by the reporting entity shall be reflected in diluted
EPS by application of the treasury stock method unless the provisions of paragraphs 260-10-45-35 through 45-36 and
260-10-55-8 through 55-11 require that another method be applied. Equivalents of options and warrants include
non-vested stock granted to employees, stock purchase contracts, and partially paid stock subscriptions (see paragraph
260–10–55–23). Anti-dilutive contracts, such as purchased put options and purchased call options, shall be excluded
from diluted EPS. Under the treasury stock method: a. Exercise of options and warrants shall be assumed at the

beginning of the period (or at time of issuance, if later) and common shares shall be assumed to be issued. b. The
proceeds from exercise shall be assumed to be used to purchase common stock at the average market price during the
period. (See paragraphs 260-10-45-29 and 260-10-55-4 through 55-5.) c. The incremental shares (the difference
between the number of shares assumed issued and the number of shares assumed purchased) shall be included in the
denominator of the diluted EPS computation.
There were no potentially dilutive common shares outstanding for the reporting period ended September 30, 2012 and
2011.
Cash Flows Reporting
The Company adopted paragraph 230-10-45-24 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification for cash flows
reporting, classifies cash receipts and payments according to whether they stem from operating, investing, or financing
activities and provides definitions of each category, and uses the indirect or reconciliation method (“Indirect method”)
as defined by paragraph 230-10-45-25 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification to report net cash flow from
operating activities by adjusting net income to reconcile it to net cash flow from operating activities by removing the
effects of (a) all deferrals of past operating cash receipts and payments and all accruals of expected future operating
cash receipts and payments and (b) all items that are included in net income that do not affect operating cash receipts
and payments. The Company reports the reporting currency equivalent of foreign currency cash flows, using the
current exchange rate at the time of the cash flows and the effect of exchange rate changes on cash held in foreign
currencies is reported as a separate item in the reconciliation of beginning and ending balances of cash and cash
equivalents and separately provides information about investing and financing activities not resulting in cash receipts
or payments in the period pursuant to paragraph 830-230-45-1 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification.
Subsequent Events
The Company follows the guidance in Section 855-10-50 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification for the
disclosure of subsequent events. The Company will evaluate subsequent events through the date when the financial
statements were issued. Pursuant to ASU 2010-09 of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification, the Company as
an SEC filer considers its financial statements issued when they are widely distributed to users, such as through filing
them on EDGAR.
Recently Issued Accounting Pronouncements
In August 2014, the FASB issued the FASB Accounting Standards Update No. 2014-15 “Presentation of Financial
Statements—Going Concern (Subtopic 205-40): Disclosure of Uncertainties about an Entity’s Ability to Continue as a
Going Concern (“ASU 2014-15”).
In connection with preparing financial statements for each annual and interim reporting period, an entity’s management
should evaluate whether there are conditions or events, considered in the aggregate, that raise substantial doubt about
the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern within one year after the date that the financial statements are issued
(or within one year after the date that the financial statements are available to be issued when applicable).
Management’s evaluation should be based on relevant conditions and events that are known and reasonably knowable
at the date that the financial statements are issued (or at the date that the financial statements are available to be issued
when applicable). Substantial doubt about an entity’s ability to continue as a going concern exists when relevant
conditions and events, considered in the aggregate, indicate that it is probable that the entity will be unable to meet its
obligations as they become due within one year after the date that the financial statements are issued (or available to be
issued). The term probable is used consistently with its use in Topic 450, Contingencies.
When management identifies conditions or events that raise substantial doubt about an entity’s ability to continue as a
going concern, management should consider whether its plans that are intended to mitigate those relevant conditions or
events will alleviate the substantial doubt. The mitigating effect of management’s plans should be considered only to
the extent that (1) it is probable that the plans will be effectively implemented and, if so, (2) it is probable that the plans
will mitigate the conditions or events that raise substantial doubt about the entity’s ability to continue as a going
concern.
If conditions or events raise substantial doubt about an entity’s ability to continue as a going concern, but the
substantial doubt is alleviated as a result of consideration of management’s plans, the entity should disclose
information that enables users of the financial statements to understand all of the following (or refer to similar
information disclosed elsewhere in the footnotes):
a.
b.
c.

Principal conditions or events that raised substantial doubt about the entity’s ability to continue as a going
concern (before consideration of management’s plans)
Management’s evaluation of the significance of those conditions or events in relation to the entity’s ability
to meet its obligations
Management’s plans that alleviated substantial doubt about the entity’s ability to continue as a going
concern.

If conditions or events raise substantial doubt about an entity’s ability to continue as a going concern, and substantial
doubt is not alleviated after consideration of management’s plans, an entity should include a statement in the footnotes
indicating that there is substantial doubt about the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern within one year after
the date that the financial statements are issued (or available to be issued). Additionally, the entity should disclose
information that enables users of the financial statements to understand all of the following:
a.
b.
c.

Principal conditions or events that raise substantial doubt about the entity’s ability to continue as a going
concern
Management’s evaluation of the significance of those conditions or events in relation to the entity’s ability
to meet its obligations
Management’s plans that are intended to mitigate the conditions or events that raise substantial doubt about
the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern.

The amendments in this Update are effective for the annual period ending after December 15, 2016, and for annual
periods and interim periods thereafter. Early application is permitted.
Management does not believe that any other recently issued, but not yet effective accounting pronouncements, when
adopted, will have a material effect on the accompanying financial statements.
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Consolidated Balance Sheets
Sep. 30, 2012 Dec. 31, 2011
- USD ($)
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash
$ 20
$ 376
Prepaid expenses
0
3,078
Total Current Assets
20
3,454
TOTAL ASSETS
20
3,454
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accrued expenses
129,883
134,499
Note payable
0
1,385
Note payable - related party
0
991
Advances from related parties
145,925
134,384
Total Current Liabilities
275,808
271,259
TOTAL LIABILITIES
275,808
271,259
STOCKHOLDERS' DEFICIT
Preferred stock: par value $0.01; 2,000,000 shares authorized; none issued or outstanding 0
0
Common stock
278,210
278,210
Additional paid-In capital
7,788,103
7,788,103
Accumulated deficit
(8,272,718) (8,264,735)
Treasury stock at cost: 798,918 shares
(69,383)
(69,383)
Total Stockholders' Deficit
(275,788)
(267,805)
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS' DEFICIT
20
3,454
Common Class B [Member]
STOCKHOLDERS' DEFICIT
Common stock
$0
$0
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Consolidated Statements of
Cash Flows - USD ($)
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net loss
Adjustments to reconcile loss to net cash used in
operating activities

3 Months Ended
Sep. 30,
2012
$ (1,835)

Sep. 30,
2011
$ (45,811)

9 Months Ended
Sep. 30,
2012
$ (7,983)

Sep. 30,
2011

12 Months
Ended
Dec. 31, 2011

$ (189,727) $ (432,419)

Warrant granted for compensation
Amortization
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Prepaid expenses
Accrued expenses
Net cash used in operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from (repayments to) notes payable
Proceeds from (repayments to) notes payable - related party
Advances from (repayments to) stockholder
Net cash flows provided by financing activities
NET CHANGE IN CASH
CASH AT BEGINNING OF PERIOD
CASH AT END OF PERIOD
Supplemental Cash Flow Information Abstract
Interest paid
Income tax paid

$ 20

$ 217

0
0

70,000
13,500

3,078
(4,616)
(9,521)

(18,066)
60,423
(63,870)

0
(1,385)
10,550
9,165
(356)
376
20

5,426
(474)
58,331
63,283
(587)
804
217

0
$0

0
$0

804
$ 376
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Subsequent Events (Details
Textual) - Subsequent Event
[Member] - USD ($)
Subsequent Event [Line Items]
Stock Issued During Period, Shares, New Issues
Shares Issued, Price Per Share
Stock Issued During Period, Value, New Issues
Clean Lithium Corporation [Member]
Subsequent Event [Line Items]
Stock Issued During Period Shares New Issues
Percentage
Stock Issued During Period, Shares, New Issues
Stock Issued During Period, Value, New Issues
Nominal share Capital

Oct. 13,
2014

May. 08,
2014
869,565
$ 50,000

Jan. 15,
2013
684,930
$ 0.0365
$ 25,000

Dec. 14,
2012

Sep. 17,
2014

444,444
$ 0.0225
$ 10,000

1.50%
150,000
$ 150,000
$ 100,000
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9 Months Ended
Sep. 30, 2012

Organization and
Operations
Organization, Consolidation
and Presentation of
Financial Statements
[Abstract]
Note 1 - Organization and Operations
Nature of Operations [Text
Block]

Alpha-En Corporation (the “Company”) was incorporated under the laws of the State of Delaware on March 7, 1997
and had operated through its wholly-owned subsidiaries, Avenue Pictures, Inc. and its subsidiaries and Wombat
Productions, Inc. through May 2, 2006.
From May 2, 2006 through February 24, 2009, the Company had been inactive.

On February 25, 2009, the Company was granted a license for an exclusive, worldwide, transferable, perpetual license
to use certain proprietary technology for the processing of lithium for use in batteries and other fields.
Commencing in October 2010, working through a third party, the Company conducted a series of tests to determine if
the process works and, based on the results, believes that the process is workable and commercially feasible .
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Consolidated Balance Sheets
Sep. 30, 2012 Dec. 31, 2011
(Parenthetical) - $ / shares
Preferred Stock, Par or Stated Value Per Share $ 0.01
$ 0.01
Preferred Stock, Shares Authorized
2,000,000
2,000,000
Preferred Stock, Shares Issued
0
0
Preferred Stock, Shares Outstanding
0
0
Common Stock, Par or Stated Value Per Share $ 0.01
$ 0.01
Common Stock, Shares Authorized
35,000,000 35,000,000
Common Stock, Shares, Issued
27,821,030 27,821,030
Common Stock, Shares, Outstanding
27,821,030 27,821,030
Treasury Stock, Shares
798,918
798,918
Common Class B [Member]
Common Stock, Shares Authorized
1,000,000
1,000,000
Common Stock, Shares, Issued
0
0
Common Stock, Shares, Outstanding
0
0
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Organization and
9 Months Ended
Operations (Details Textual)
- Alpha-En Corporation
Sep. 30, 2012
[Member]
Franchisor Disclosure [Line Items]
Entity Incorporation, State Country Name State of Delaware
Entity Incorporation, Date of Incorporation Mar. 07, 1997
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Document And Entity
9 Months Ended
Information - Entity
Sep. 30, 2012
Jun. 30, 2015
[Domain] - shares
Document Information [Line Items]
Document Type
10-Q
Amendment Flag
false
Document Period End Date
Sep. 30, 2012
Document Fiscal Year Focus
2012
Document Fiscal Period Focus
Q3
Entity Registrant Name
alpha-En Corp
Entity Central Index Key
0001023298
Current Fiscal Year End Date
--12-31
Entity Filer Category
Smaller Reporting Company
Trading Symbol
ALPE
Entity Common Stock, Shares Outstanding
27,821,030
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Significant and Critical
Accounting Policies and
Practices (Details) - Sep. 30,
2012
Franchisor Disclosure [Line Items]

Total

Entity Registrant Name
alpha-En Corp
Avenue Pictures, Inc [Member]
Franchisor Disclosure [Line Items]
Entity Registrant Name
Avenue Pictures, Inc.
Entity Incorporation, State Country Name
Delaware
Entity Incorporation, Date of Incorporation
Apr. 28, 1992
Equity Method Investment, Ownership Percentage 100.00%
Wombat Productions, Inc [Member]
Franchisor Disclosure [Line Items]
Entity Registrant Name
Wombat Productions, Inc
Entity Incorporation, State Country Name
Delaware
Entity Incorporation, Date of Incorporation
Mar. 07, 1997
Equity Method Investment, Ownership Percentage 100.00%
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